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FRUTESP S.A. AGRO INDUSTRIAL v. BRASTOR
MERCANTILE LTD.
No. 7947
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
July 12, 1985
The plaintiff, Frutesp, sought an accounting of money in a
reserve fund held by defendant, Brastor Mercantile Ltd. The defendant moved to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction and forum non
conveniens.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Hartnett, held that
(1) the defendant had sufficient contacts with Delaware to satisfy
personal jurisdiction requirements, and (2) the motion for forum non
conveniens was premature. Accordingly, both motions were denied.
1.

Discovery

C= 36, 86(1)

Garnishment

C

135, 149

Discovery is available for the purpose of determining whether
this court has subject matter jurisdiction as well as whether it has
jurisdiction over the person or the property allegedly before the court,
although such discovery must be of limited scope when it is directed
to garnishee.
2.

Courts 0

497

When a state court otherwise has jurisdiction to settle a dispute
as to ownership of property which is being held in bond, it may do
so provided the right of the United States to customs duties, etc.,
is taken into consideration and provision is made for payment of a
sum due to the United States by the state court.
3.

Constitutional Law
Courts

0

0

305(5)

17

In order to obtain substituted service of process over a foreign
defendant, a plaintiff must show that defendant had such meaningful,
minimum contacts, ties, or relations with the forum state that he
would have warning that he might be subject to the jurisdiction of
a foreign court.
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= 305(5)

A foreign defendant's conduct and connection with the forum
state must be such that he should reasonably anticipate being hailed
into court in that state.
5.

Courts 0-

12(2)

In order to be subject to substituted service of process, a defendant must have invoked the benefits and protections of the forum
state by purposefully availing himself of the privilege of conducting
business within the state.
6.

Attachment C:= 66

An attachment is void ab initio if it is issued by a court lacking
subject matter jurisdiction.
7.

Courts C

308

When federal jurisdiction is based on diversity of citizenship,
each plaintiff must be capable of suing each defendant in that court;
in other words, there must be complete diversity.
8

Courts C- 321

Federal diversity jurisdiction is unavailable when an alien plaintiff sues another alien.
9.

Federal Courts 0--

275

The presence of aliens on both sides of the controversy divested
the federal court of diversity jurisdiction regardless of whether United
States citizens are also named as plaintiffs or defendants or both.
10. Fraudulent Conveyances 0= 212, 237
The Delaware fraudulent conveyance statute empowers a court
to set aside conveyances which are fraudulent regardless of whether
the claim of the creditor has matured. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 6, §
1310 (1974).
11.

Sequestration 0= 17

When property not owned by a defendant has been sequestered,
the order should be quashed and the property released.
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12. Corporations

1.6(9)

It is not possible to pierce the corporate veil of one corporation
to find it the alter ego of another corporation if the first corporation
is not before the court.
13. Courts 0

28

In considering whether to dismiss or stay a suit because offorum
non conveniens, the pendency of another action should be given consideration.
14. Courts 0=- 28
Among other important factors are the relative ease of access
to proof, the availability of compulsory process of witnesses, and any
other practical considerations to the ease of trial of the case.
Peter M. Sieglaff, Esquire, of Potter Anderson & Corroon, Wilmington, Delaware, of counsel; Aaron B. Karas, Esquire, New York,
New York, for plaintiff.
Stephen E. Herrmann, Esquire, James T. McKinstry, Esquire, and
Daniel J. Kaufman, Esquire, of Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendants.
HARTNETT, Vice-Chancellor

There are numerous motions pending relating to the ability of
this Court to entertain this suit. Defendants first moved to dismiss
this suit for lack of subject matter jurisdiction, but have since dropped
that motion. Defendants next moved for dismissal for lack of personal
jurisdiction over the defendants on several grounds, all of which
center on the fact that the defendants are all foreign corporations
and their appearance has sought to be compelled by means of sequestration of frozen orange juice concentrate. The plaintiff, Frutesp

S.A. Agro Industrial ("Frutesp"), countered by moving to stay
defendants' motion pending discovery. Lastly, defendants sought to
have the suit dismissed on grounds of forum non conveniens.
I find that the motions to dismiss cannot be granted on the
present record and that plaintiff is entitled to conduct discovery on
the sequestration issue. I also find that while the merits of the
controversy should be decided in a case pending in another forum,
the motion to dismiss on the grounds of forum non conveniens cannot
be granted.
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I
In this suit the plaintiff, Frutesp, seeks an accounting to recover
more than $4.5 million in a reserve fund held by defendants, Brastor
Mercantile Ltd. ("Brastor Ltd. ") and Brastor International, Inc.
("Brastor Inc. "). In order to obtain jurisdiction over the defendants,
plaintiff attempted to sequestor 955 drums of frozen orange juice
concentrate allegedly owned by the named defendants which were
warehoused in bond at the Port of Wilmington. These were seized
by an order of Sequestration, dated February 19, 1985, signed by
Chancellor Brown, which was issued pursuant to 10 Del. C. § 366,
the Delaware sequestration statute, to compel the appearance of the
defendants who are all non-residents.
The orange juice concentrate had been subject to a prior writ
of foreign attachment issued on January 16, 1985, by the United
States District Court for Delaware. The suit in the District Court
was voluntarily dismissed by plaintiff on February 19, 1985, the
same day this action was commenced. On January 14, 1985, there
was a purported documentary transfer of the concentrate to defendant
Suntaste Foods, Ltd. ("Suntaste"). Suntaste, about February 12,
1985, purportedly sold most of the concentrate to Torfoods International, Inc. which is not a defendant and which has not entered
any appearance in this suit. Plaintiff alleges that the transfers were
fraudulent and should be voided.
II
Frutesp is a Brazilian corporation engaged in the manufacture
and export of orange juice concentrate. Brastor Ltd. and Suntaste
are both Canadian corporations; they share the same address, officers,
and directors. Torfoods is also a Canadian corporation and is alleged
to be closely related to the defendants. Brastor Inc. is a whollyowned subsidiary of Brastor Ltd. and a Florida corporation; William
Peter Smith and Henry Spielmann are allegedly directors and officers
of all three corporations. Brastor Ltd., Brastor Inc., and Suntaste
all apparently import, store, transfer, and sell products through the
Port of Wilmington. These goods are warehoused in bond as required
by United States Customs law. They may remain in bond up to
five years and customs need not be paid until they are withdrawn
for consumption within the United States; if they are withdrawn for
exportation, no duties need be paid. 19 U.S.C. § 1557(a).
In 1978 Frutesp entered into an agreement with Brastor Ltd.
whereby Brastor Ltd. was appointed Frutesp's agent for the sale of
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citrus products produced by Frutesp. In January of 1979, Brastor
Inc. was formed. Three months later the agency agreement was
amended stating that Brastor Inc. would serve as the United States
office of Brastor Ltd. and that the term "agent" in the agreement
would thereafter apply to both companies. The agreement and
amendment were signed by Mr. Smith on behalf of Brastor Ltd.
No signature appears for Brastor Inc.
Under the terms of the agency agreement, commissions were
to be paid to Brastor Ltd., based upon F. O.B. Brazil value for the
products shipped. These commissions were not to be paid until receipt
by Frutesp of payment by the eventual buyers of the goods. Brastor
sometimes sold the products at prices different than the F. O.B.
Brazil prices. In May of 1979, it was allegedly agreed that a trust
account would be established to hold these surplus amounts for the
benefit of Frutesp, and Brastor Ltd. was authorized to draw on the
account to pay charges related to shipment such as freight, storage,
insurance, and duties.
A disagreement arose as to the net balance in the trust account.
Frutesp claimed that it was owed in excess of $4.5 million as of
August 31, 1984. On January 11, 1985, Frutesp sent telexes demanding payment of the funds in the trust account. That same day
Brastor Ltd. made a purported sale to Suntaste of the 955 drums
of concentrate at the Port of Wilmington although the alleged document showing a transfer is dated January 14, 1985. These drums
represented the balance of a shipment of 5000 drums which had
been made in June of 1984. On January 16, Frutesp filed suit in
United States District Court against Brastor Ltd. and Brastor Inc.
for conversion of funds in breach of the agency agreement. On
February 12, the concentrate was purportedly sold by Suntaste to
Torfoods, although the alleged document showing a transfer is dated
February 13, 1985.
Frutesp did not learn of the purported sale and transfer to
Suntaste until February 6, when the garnishee's answer was filed in
the federal action.
At a hearing on February 15, the District Court held that there
did not appear to be federal jurisdiction because both the plaintiff
and one of the defendants were aliens and therefore were not citizens
of different states. Frutesp was given until February 19 to cure the
apparent defect-but, instead, Frutesp dismissed that case and filed
this suit.
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III

[1] Plaintiff has requested a stay of a hearing on defendants'
motion to dismiss in order to allow discovery on the jurisdictional
issues. Discovery is available for the purpose of determining whether
this Court has subject matter jurisdiction as well as whether it has
jurisdiction over the person or the property allegedly before the Court,
although such discovery must be of limited scope when it is directed
to a garnishee. Kolyba Corp. v. Banque Nationale De Paris, Del. Oh.,
316 A.2d 585 (1973). As will be seen, there is sufficient information
in the record to allow the Court to rule on some of the issues
presented but the motion to dismiss cannot be finally disposed of
without further supplementation of the record.
IV
Defendants first urge that goods in bond under United States
Customs laws are not subject to state court jurisdiction and sequestration. They rely on Xerox Corp. v. Harris County, Tex., 459 U.S.
145 (1982), and District of Columbia v. InternationalDistributing Corp.,
D. C. Cir., 331 F.2d 817 (1964). Both of these cases involved the
imposition of a tax by local authorities upon liquor stored in bonded
warehouses in the constructive custody of the United States Customs
authorities. Both cases held that the goods were not subject to the
tax sought to be imposed. These cases, however, concern the taxing
power of the states rather than the jurisdiction of state courts over
goods in bond.
[2] On the other hand, it is clear that when a state court
otherwise has jurisdiction to settle a dispute as to ownership of
property which is being held in bond, it may do so provided the
right of the United States to customs duties, etc., is taken into
consideration and provision is made for payment of any sum due

to the United States by the State Court. General Exporting Co. v. Star
Transfer Line, 6th Cir., 136 F.2d 329 (1943); J. Henry Schroder Banking
Corp. v. Schultz, S.D. Texas, Brownsville Div., 373 F. Supp. 1283
(1974), remanded on other grounds, sub nom., J. Henry Schroder Banking
v. Blumenthal, 5th Cir., 560 F.2d 1192 (1977), cert. den., sub nom.,
Ben R. Hendrix Trading Co., Inc. v. J. Henry Schroder Banking Corp.,
435 U.S. 1007 (1978). The fact that the concentrate is in bond will
not, therefore, bar this Court from exercising jurisdiction over the
controversy provided other impediments to jurisdiction are not present.
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[3,4,5] Another possible impediment to this Court's exercise
of jurisdiction over this controversy is the Due Process Clause of
the 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution which may
possibly be infringed whenever a state court asserts jurisdiction by
means of sequestration or a long-arm statute. See Shaffer v. Hdner,
433 U.S. 186 (1977) and International Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326
U.S. 310 (1945). In order to obtain substituted service of process
over a foreign defendant, a plaintiff must show that the defendant
had such meaningful, minimum contacts, ties, or relations with the
forum state that he would have warning that he might be subject
to the jurisdiction of a foreign court. Shaffer, supra, and Intenational
Shoe, supra. See also Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S.-,
85
L.Ed. 2d 528, 105 S. Ct.
. (1985). A foreign defendant's conduct
and connection with the forum state must be such that he should reasonably anticipate being hailed into court in that state. World-Wide
Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286 (1980). And in order to
be subject to substituted service of process a defendant must have
invoked the benefits and protections of the forum state by purposefully
availing himself of the privilege of conducting business within the
state. Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235 (1958).
Defendants Brastor Ltd. and Brastor Inc. have received 12 or
more shipments of Frutesp's products through the Port of Wilmington. Suntaste has purchased $1.8 million worth of fruit juice
concentrate through the Port of Wilmington during 1984 and 1985.
These goods have been shipped using the Port's facilities and stored
in private bonded warehouses at the Port. Certainly defendants have
purposefully availed themselves of the facilities of the Port and this
state and should reasonably expect to be subject to the jurisdiction
of the Courts of Delaware as to controversies concerning the goods
stored in Delaware.
VI
Defendants Brastor Ltd. and Brastor Inc. also claim that the
jurisdiction attempted to be imposed upon them by reason of the
sequestration of the concentrate was ineffective because they have
no interest in the property since it was sold and transferred to Suntaste
prior to commencement of this suit. Similarly, Suntaste claims that
it had no interest in the property at the time of the sequestration
because of the prior sale and transfer of the concentrate to Torfoods.
Plaintiff, however, asserts that theJanuary 11, 1985, sale andJanuary
14 purported transfer of the concentrate to Suntaste was a fraudulent
conveyance and should be set aside under 6 De. C. Ch. 13. Plaintiff
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also asserts that the subsequent sale and transfer by Suntaste to
Torfoods was fraudulent and that it was invalid in any case because
the concentrate was subject to a Writ of Attachment from the federal
court at the time of transfer. Defendants respond that the federal
court did not have jurisdiction and that the attachment was therefore
invalid.
[6] An attachment is void ab initio if it is issued by a court
lacking subject matter jurisdiction. 7 C. J.S. Attachment § 62. Therefore, if the federal court lacked subject matter jurisdiction, the concentrate was never subject to any attachment issued by that Court.
[7,8,9] When federal jurisdiction is based on diversity of citizenship each plaintiff must be capable of suing each defendant in
that court; in other words, there must be complete diversity. See
City of Indianapolis v. Chase Nat. Bank, 314 U.S. 63 (1941). Federal
diversity jurisdiction is unavailable when an alien plaintiff sues another alien. Kavourgias v. Nicholaou Co., 9th Cir., 148 F.2d 96 (1945).
The presence of aliens on both sides of the controversy therefore
divested the federal court of diversity jurisdiction regardless of whether
United States citizens are also named as plaintiffs or defendants or
both. Corporacion Venezolana de Fomento v. Vintero Sales, 2nd Cir., 629
F.2d 786 (1980).
Diversity of citizenship was the only basis for jurisdiction alleged
in the District Court case. Because the District Court did not have
jurisdiction over the controversy in view of the presence of aliens as
both plaintiffs and defendants, the attachment was void ab initio. A
transfer to Torfoods by Suntaste was therefore not in violation of
any existing attachment but it might have been a fraudulent transfer
pursuant to 6 Del. C. Ch. 13.
VII
[10] The Delaware fraudulent conveyance statute, 6 Del. C.
Ch. 13, upon which plaintiff relies, empowers a Court to set aside
conveyances which are fraudulent regardless of whether the claim of
the creditor has matured. The only basis for the claim that the
concentrate was transferred to Suntaste before the sequestration is
a copy of an invoice purportedly executed on January 14, 1985, by
defendant Brastor Ltd. transferring the concentrate in the bonded
warehouse to Suntaste. The plaintiff has not had the benefit of
discovery as to whether the transfer to Suntaste was in fact a fraudulent transfer. Suntaste's motion to dismiss based on the transfer to
it is therefore premature.
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Defendants also claim that the sequestration must be set aside
because of the purported transfer to Torfoods. The only evidence
of a transfer of the concentrate to Torfoods is a copy of a document
purportedly executed on February 17, 1985, by defendant Suntaste
transferring the concentrate in the bonded warehouse to Torfoods.
Torfoods has not come forward, however, to claim any interest in
the concentrate.
[11] When property not owned by a defendant has been sequestered, the order should be quashed and the property released.
Jacobs v. Tenney, D. Del., 316 F. Supp. 151 (1970), citing Nickson
v. Filtrol Corporation, Del. Ch., 265 A.2d 425 (1970). Torfoods,
however, is not a named defendant and has not come forward to
assert a claim to the frozen concentrate although the property has
been seized and is in the custody of the Sequestrator. Until such
time as Torfoods comes forward and asserts a claim to the concentrate
and subjects itself to discovery on the issue of whether the transfer
to it was fraudulent, the argument that Torfoods is the true owner
of the concentrate cannot be given weight. Cf. Chasn v. Gluck, Del.
Ch., 216 A.2d 142, 145 (1965).
VIII
Plaintiff also asserts that this Court should pierce the corporate
veil and find that all of the defendants and Torfoods are alter egos
of Brastor Ltd. If this were done, plaintiff argues, Brastor Ltd. would
be found to be the true owner of the concentrate and the sequestration
would be effective.
[12] Torfoods is not before this Court, however. It is therefore
not possible to pierce its corporate veil to find it an alter ego of Brastor
Ltd. without its presence. Cf. Pauley Petroleum, Inc. v. Continental Oil
Co., Del. Ch., 231 A.2d 450 (1967), aff'd, Del. Supra., 239 A.2d
629 (1968). Also significant is the fact that the only connection
between Brastor Ltd. and Torfoods appears to be W. Peter Smith,
who also is not before this Court. It is clear from the briefs that
plaintiff really seeks to link all of the corporations as alter egos of W.
Peter Smith but without his presence this Court cannot decide this
issue.
Ix
[13,14] Defendant has also filed a Motion to Dismiss on grounds
of Forum Non Conveniens. In light of the discussion above, the motion
is premature. It would seem, however, that a trial on the merits of
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the underlying controversy should be held elsewhere than in Delaware. In considering whether to dismiss or stay a suit because of
forum non conveniens the pendency of another action should be given
consideration. Parvin v. Kaufmann, Del. Supr., 236 A.2d 425 (1967).
Among other important factors are the relative ease of access to
proof, the availability of compulsory process of witnesses, and any
other practical considerations related to the ease of trial of the case.
See General Foods Corp. v. Cryo-Maid, Inc., Del. Supr., 198 A.2d 681
(1964).
There is presently pending in Canada a suit by defendants
against plaintiff to which any other necessary parties can be added.
Plaintiff apparently could raise its present claim as a counterclaim
in that suit. A good deal of the source of neces sary proof is in
Canada although some of it may be in Brazil or Florida. None of
the evidence appears to be available in Delaware. The documents
and witnesses whom plaintiff would need to prove its alter ego and
fraudulent conveyance theories are likely to be in Canada because
the involved corporations reside there. Because the witnesses are in
Canada, compulsory process can be more easily accomplished there
than in Delaware. Another important consideration is the applicability
of Canadian law-Canadian law experts would be needed in order
to try the case in Delaware. These considerations would undoubtedly
eventually lead to a stay of this case on the grounds of forum non
conveniens but there is no basis to dismiss the suit for that reason.
X
In conclusion, that part of defendants' motion which asserts that
this Court does not have jurisdiction because the concentrate is in
bond or because the defendants do not have sufficient minimal
contacts with Delaware to support sequestration are denied. Defendants' claim that the concentrate is now owned by Torfoods, a nonparty, must be held in abeyance to see if Torfoods will assert that
it is the owner of the concentrate and until plaintiff has an opportunity
to conduct discovery on the question of whether there was a valid
transfer to Suntaste and to Torfoods. The motion to stay for Forum
Non Conveniens is premature until the question of the validity of the
sequestration is ascertained but it would seem that trial on the merits
should take place in Canada.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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GLASSMAN v. WOMETCO CABLE TV, INC.
No. 7307
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
June 19, 1985
Plaintiff, former owner of shares of common stock of the defendant, sought to amend a complaint to a class action challenging a
merger of defendant Wometco Cable in which he and other public
shareholders were cashed out without any vote by the stockholders.
Prior to the merger, 84.6% of defendant's shares were held by
Wometco Enterprises with the remainder publicly held. Majority
owner, after rejecting other offers, agreed to a leveraged buyout by
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. (KKR). Pursuant to this transaction,
KKR merged Wometco Cable into a new corporation, Wometco
Cable Acquisition Corporation and paid $29.50 per share.
Plaintiff, in its amended claim, maintained that the Board of
Directors of Wometco Cable did not exercise independent business
judgment as to the fairness of the merger and the fairness of the
$29.50 per share price to the minority shareholders because it did
not seek other offers or attempt to sell the corporation in a separate
transaction apart from Wometco Enterprises. Plaintiff also alleges
that the information statement did not disclose to the stockholders
all the information necessary so that the stockholders could have
made an informed judgment whether to accept the price offered for
their shares or to seek an appraisal.
Defendant had moved to dismiss the original complaint for failure
to state a claim upon which relief could be granted and opposed the
proposed amendment on the grounds that even after the proposed
amendment, the complaint would still fail to state a claim and,
therefore, should not be permitted.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Hartnett, held that
since the majority owner had determined that Wometco would not
be sold separately, the board of directors was not free to undertake
any of the other alternatives and that, therefore, such allegations
were insufficient to state a claim. However, allegations concerning
the failure to adequately disclose all the information necessary for
the minority stockholders to make an informed judgment whether
to accept the price offered or seek an appraisal, stated a claim for
relief and that part of the amendment should be allowed.
1.

Pleading C= 233
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The court, in its discretion, may allow an amendment of pleadings after the pleadings have closed and such amendments are to be
liberally permitted. DEL. CH. CT. R. 15(a).
2.

Pleading 0

251

Legal insufficiency of a proposed amendment is a ground for
denial of leave to amend.
3.

Pretrial Procedure

C3- 681

In determining whether to deny a motion to amend on the
grounds that the complaint as amended fails to state a claim upon
which relief can be granted, the review of the proposed amendment
is limited to those matters contained in the complaint.
4.

Pretrial Procedure

C= 687

In considering a motion to dismiss an amended complaint for

failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, all wellplead facts will be assumed to be true with all inferences viewed in
a light most favorable to the plaintiff.
5.

Pretrial Procedure C-

689

In considering a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim

upon which relief can be granted, conclusions will not be assumed
to be true without specific allegations of fact which support the
conclusions.
6.

Pretrial Procedure 0= 624

A complaint may not be dismissed for failure to state a claim
unless it appears with reasonable certainty that under any set of
facts which could be proven to support the claim, the plaintiff would
not be entitled to relief. DEL. CH. CT. R. 12(b)(6).
7.

Corporations

C= 584

Where the minority shareholders allege that the price being paid

for cashed out shares is unfair, appraisal is the sole remedy unless
it can be shown that an appraisal would be an inadequate remedy.
8.

Corporations

C= 187
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Where an information statement is issued concerning a leveraged
buyout, the disclosure of all information material to the transaction
is required and such information must be disclosed with complete
candor.
Thomas G. Hughes, Esquire, of O'Donnell & Hughes, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, of counsel; Richard D. Greenfield, Esquire, and
Nicholas E. Chimicles, Esquire, of Greenfield & Chimicles, Haverford, Pennsylvania, for plaintiff.
Steven J. Rothschild, Esquire, Edward P. Welch, Esquire, and
Stephen E. Jenkins, Esquire, of Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher &
Flom, Wilmington, Delaware for defendant.
HARTNETr,

Vice-Chancellor

This is a purported class action in which plaintiff, the former
owner of shares of common stock of the sole defendant-Wometco
Cable TV, Inc. ("Wometco Cable")-challenges a merger of Wometco Cable in which he and the other public shareholders were cashed
out without any vote by the stockholders. Wometco Cable moved
to dismiss the complaint for the failure to state a claim upon which
relief can be granted. Plaintiff did not respond to the motion to
dismiss but did move to amend the complaint. Wometco Cable
opposes the motion to amend on the sole ground that even after the
proposed amendment the complaint would still fail to state a claim
upon which relief can be granted and should, therefore, not be
permitted. The proposed amendment in part does state a claim for
relief and therefore plaintiff's motion to amend must be granted in
part.
I
The original complaint was filed on September 23, 1983. The
proposed amended complaint ("The Amended Complaint") contains
allegations of facts which occurred subsequent to that date. According
to The Amended Complaint, Wometco Cable was merged into a
newly formed Wometco Cable Acquisition Corp. in April of 1984.
Prior to the merger, Wometco Cable was a Delaware corporation
which owned and operated numerous cable television systems. It had
originally been a wholly-owned subsidiary of Wometco Enterprises,
Inc. ("Wometco Enterprises"), but there was a public offering of
Wometco Cable shares in 1981. In 1983 it had approximately 7
million shares outstanding-of which approximately 84.6% were
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held by Wometco Enterprises. The other shares were publicly held
and these shares were traded on the over-the-counter market.
Wometco Enterprises was a Florida corporation with its principal
office in Miami and it was engaged, directly or through holdings in
subsidiaries, in a broad spectrum of business activities. The founder
of Wometco Enterprises-Mitchell Wolfson-became seriously ill in
1982 at the age of 82 and it appeared likely that Wometco Enterprises
would be sold because none of the members of the Wolfson family
were qualified to succeed him as President and Chairman of the
Board. It is alleged that in 1982 Arthur Hertz, a high-ranking officer
of both Wometco Enterprises and Wometco Cable, in order to assure
his continued employment and the future profits to the then existing
Wometco Enterprises, met with Henry Kravis, a partner in Kohlberg
Kravis Roberts & Co. ("KKR"), to explore the possibility of a
leveraged buy-out of Wometco Enterprises by KKR.
Mr. Wolfson, who had opposed the suggested leveraged buyout, died in January of 1983. The Wolfson family members were
allegedly interested in obtaining cash for their own Wometco Enterprises stock and for the stock inherited from Mr. Wolfson. It is
alleged that in order to ensure continued employment for officers of
Wometco Enterprises and Wometco Cable, and the obtaining of an
equity interest for certain other persons, members of Wometco Enterprises's Board of Directors made public statements that the Company was not for sale and later refused to sell Wometco Enterprises
in parts, although their investment banking firm, Drexel Burnham
Lambert Incorporated ["Drexel"], indicated that a higher value could
be realized in this manner. The possibility of a sale partially for
cash and partially for other consideration was also allegedly ruled
out by the Board of Wometco Enterprises.
It is also alleged that the decision to sell Wometco Enterprises
as a whole, because of its size and diversification, effectively eliminated almost all competitive bidding for Wometco Cable and therefore resulted in it being sold for less than its true value.
One rejected offer is cited in The Amended Complaint. Ferris
Traylor, of Florida, expressed interest in purchasing Wometco Cable.
When told that Wometco Enterprises would only be sold as a whole
and for cash, he in May of 1983 offered $50 per share for all of
Wometco Enterprises's outstanding shares. Representatives of Wometco Enterprises and Drexel allegedly refused to negotiate regarding
the offer and informed him that the Wolfson family was not interested
in selling. Mr. Traylor continued to express interest in Wometco
Enterprises through September of 1983, but he could not secure the
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financial information necessary to obtain financing for his $50 per

share cash offer and it was indicated to him that his offer would not
be considered unless he furnished a Letter of Credit sufficient to
show his ability to purchase Wometco Enterprises.
On September 21, 1983, Wometco Enterprises and KKR issued
a press release announcing an agreement in principle for the acquisition of Wometco Enterprises by KKR for $46.50 per share.
The press release stated further that Wometco Cable would be acquired for $25 per share.
According to The Amended Complaint, a leveraged buy-out
was to be made by two separate entities. One of these was to acquire
Wometco Enterprises's broadcasting and subscription television businesses-including Wometco Cable. The other was to acquire Wometco Enterprises's remaining assets.
A number of the Wometco Enterprises and Wometco Cable
officers and directors allegedly received stock options and assurances
of continued employment as part of the leveraged buy-out.
On November 29, 1983, KKR announced that it would merge
Wometco Cable into a new corporation and would pay $29.50 per
share for its publicly held shares which were to be cashed out as a
result of the merger. Both Drexel and Merrill Lynch Capital Markets
("Merrill Lynch") rendered opinions that the $29.50 price was fair.
The Amended Complaint alleges, however, that this price was well
below the average premiums paid in recent cable systems acquisitions-including those recently acquired by Wometco Cable itself.
Also, neither Drexel nor Merrill Lynch stated an opinion as to
whether more than $29.50 could have been obtained in an armslength sale of Wometco Cable.
On December 12, 1983, the Boards of Directors of both Wometco
Enterprises and Wometco Cable met and approved the agreements
for the purchase of Wometco Enterprises and for the merger of
Wometco Cable-including the $29.50 price for the publicly held
shares.
No stockholder vote was necessary or taken to approve the
merger because of the block ownership of more-than-majority of the
shares of Wometco Enterprises and because Wometco Enterprises
owned more than a majority of the stock of Wometco Cable. An
Information Statement dated March 1, 1984, was sent by Wometco
Cable to its public share holders. It advised the stockholders of
Wometco Cable that they were being cashed out as a result of the
merger and that they would receive $29.50 per share for their shares
unless they timely notify the corporation that they would seek an
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appraisal. The Information Statement allegedly contained a number
of misrepresentations and omissions. Plaintiff now seeks to amend
his Complaint to assert these omissions and misrepresentations.
II
[1] This Court, in its discretion, may allow an amendment of
pleadings after the pleadings have closed. Chancery Court Rule 15(a).
As a general rule, leave to amend pleadings should be liberally given.
Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178 (1968); Gott v. Newark Motors, Inc.,
Del. Supr., 267 A.2d 596 (1970).
The sole defendant, Wometco Cable, alleges neither improper
motive nor undue prejudice in connection with the delay of plaintiff
in seeking to amend the Complaint. Defendant merely urges that
the amendment is insufficient to state a claim upon which relief can
be granted and should therefore not be allowed.
[2] Legal insufficiency of a proposed amendment is a ground
for denial of leave to amend. Denckla v. Independence Foundation, Del.
Supr., 193 A.2d 538 (1963); Rabkin v. Hunt Chemical Corp., Del.
Ch., 480 A.2d 655 (1984); Itek Corp. v. Chicago Aerial Industries, Inc.,
Del. Supr., 257 A.2d 232 (1969). This is so because it would
waste the Court's and the parties' time to allow an amendment
which would immediately fall to a Chancery Rule 12(b)(6) motion
to dismiss or to a Rule 12(o motion to strike. 3 MOORE'S Federal
Practice § 15.08[4].
III

[3-6] In determining whether to deny a motion to amend on
the grounds that the Complaint as amended fails to state a claim
upon which relief can be granted, the review of the proposed amendment is limited to those matters contained in the Complaint and the
proposed amendment and all well-plead facts will be assumed to be
true with all inferences viewed in a light most favorable to the plaintiff.
Conclusions, however, will not be assumed to be true without specific
allegations of fact which support the conclu sions. Haber v. Bell, Del.
Ch., 465 A.2d 353 (1983). The standard for consideration of an
objection to a motion to amend is the same as the standard used to
consider a Chancery Rule 12(b)(6) motion. The test of whether an
action should be dismissed pursuant to Chancery Rule 12(b)(6) is
whether it appears with reasonable certainty that, under any set of
facts which could be proven to support the claim, plaintiff would
not be entitled to relief. Fish Engineering Corp. v. Hutchinson, Del.
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Supr., 162 A.2d 722 (1960); Harman v. Masoneilan Int'l, Inc., Del.
Supr., 442 A.2d 487 (1982).
The Amended Complaint alleges that the Board of Directors of
Wometco Cable did not exercise its independent business judgment
as to the fairness of the merger and the fairness of the $29.50 per
share price to the minority shareholders. It is further alleged that
the Board of Wometco Cable did not consider alternatives to the
merger, had no basis for concluding that $29.50 per share was the
best that could be obtained for Wometco Cable, and had reason to
believe that a higher price could have been obtained for Wometco
Cable in an entirely arms-length transaction.
The Amended Complaint further alleges that the Information
Statement sent to the shareholders by Wometco Cable was materially
misleading because of its failure to disclose that the Board of Wometco
Cable failed to consider these factors and to exercise its business
judgment independently because of the influence of Wometco Enterprises. Other nondisclosure allegations relate to comparable sales
of cable television systems and Drexel's alleged opinion that Wometco
Enterprises could have realized higher prices for its businessesparticularly Wometco Cable-if it had been sold in parts rather than
as a whole and for cash. it is also alleged that neither Drexel nor
Merrill Lynch made any determination as to whether a higher price
could have been obtained in an arms-length sale and that the discouragement of other offers and the self-interest of Wometco Enterprises and Wometco Cable directors and officers was not disclosed.
IV
[7] Wometco Cable moved to dismiss the original Complaint
because it argued that the allegations were all based on the perceived
unfairness of the price being paid for the cashed-out shares of Wometco Cable. It is clear that under Weinberger v. UOP, Inc., Del. Supr.,
457 A.2d 701 (1983), appraisal is the sole remedy in a cash out
merger unless it can be shown that an appraisal would be an inadequate remedy.
The allegation of a failure to properly exercise business judgment
as set forth in The Amended Complaint is very similar to the
allegations in Smith, et al v. Van Gorkom, et al, Del. Supr., 488 A.
2d 858 (1985). In Van Gorkom the Delaware Supreme Court required
than on remand a Weinberger quasi-appraisal proceeding be held to
determine the fair value of the shares involved. The original Van
Gorkom suit, however, was filed before the ruling in Weinberger and
therefore fell within the special exception which permits a quasi-
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appraisal hearing for cases pending at the time of the Weinberger
decision. In the present case a quasi-appraisal proceeding is unavailable because the merger and surrounding acts occurred after

the cut-off dates as set forth in Weinberger, supra at 457 A.2d 714.
In order to prevail in this suit, the plaintiff must therefore show that
the stockholders are entitled to an appraisal-even at this late dateor that an appraisal is an inadequate remedy.

V
[8] It is settled law that disclosure of all information material
to a transaction is required. Michelson v. Duncan, Del. Supr., 407 A.
2d 211 (1979); Rosenblatt v. Getty Oil Company, Del. Supr., A.2d
(May 9, 1985); Smith v. Van Gorkom, supra; Lynch v. Vickers Energy
Corp., Del. Supr., 383 A.2d 278 (1978). Plaintiff suggests that the
failure to fully disclose made it impossible for the shareholders to
evaluate the fairness of the merger price and the entire transaction
and they, therefore, could not have made an informed choice as to
whether to accept the cash-out price or to seek an appraisal and
they, therefore, are now entitled to some sort of relief.
The Information Statement's 200 pages did, however, contain
considerable information about the transaction and facts concerning
Wometco Enterprises and Wometco Cable. Plaintiff, in effect, claims
that the Board of the defendant, Wometco Cable, did not properly
exercise its business judgment and did not disclose in the Information
Statement its consequent breach of fiduciary duty. Cf. Smith v. Van
Gorkom, supra.
Plaintiff's allegations of the failure to properly exercise business
judgment, however, focus on the alleged failure of the Board of
Wometco Enterprises to analyze whether a higher price could have
been obtained if Wometco Enterprises's businesses had been sold off
separately and if the Wometco Cable merger had been an armslength transaction. Wometco Enterprises is not a defendant in this
suit, however. The Board of Wometco Cable did not have the power
to negotiate separately a sale or merger for Wometco Cable alone
because Wometco Enterprises owned 85% of Wometco Cable's outstanding stock and had determined not to sell it separately. The
allegations of the claimed failure to consider splitting up Wometco
Enterprises and getting a higher price for Wometco Cable in an
arms-length sale are therefore insufficient to state a claim against
the sole defendant Wometco Cable because these were alternatives
which the Board of Wometco Cable was not free to undertake.
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Plaintiff also claims that the assertions in the Information Statement of proper consideration of the proposal by the Board of Wometco
Cable are false because they imply that the Board considered alternatives to the merger and that $29.50 per share was the best price
which could be obtained for Wometco Cable. The Information Statement states that the Wometco Cable Board carefully considered the
opinions of Drexel and Merrill Lynch and the terms of the mergeras well as Wometco Enterprises's 85% stock ownership-and found
that the $29.50 price was fair and in the best interests of the minority
shareholders. Because the shareholder who owned 85% of the stock
of Wometco Cable had already determined to vote for the merger,
the Board of Wometco Cable really could not search for alternatives
to the merger or for other merger partners, however. The Board
was left to decide whether the $29.50 per share price was adequate
and fair to the minority shareholders. The Board of Wometco Cable,
therefore, did not have to consider alternatives which were not
available to it and did not have to disclose that it did not consider
these non-existent alternatives.
Plaintiff next asserts that examples of summaries of premiums
paid for comparable sales of cable television systems should have
been disclosed. The opinion letters of both Drexel and Merrill Lynch
merely state that they considered sales of comparable systems without
giving any details. The recommendation of the Wometco Cable Board
of Directors states: (the Board considered).

.

. "the prices and pre-

miums paid in recent acquisitions of other cable television companies". No identification of the other cable television companies is
given. The plaintiff suggests that the Board did not consider other
recent acquisi tions and if it did the acquisition prices were greater
than the acquisition price being paid for Wometco Cable. Plaintiff
also asserts that Wometco Cable itself had paid significantly higher
acquisition prices for cable systems it had recently acquired. These
disclosures therefore may be inadequate if the premiums paid in
other acquisitions were actually significantly higher than the premium
being paid to the Wometco Cable stockholders.
As stated in Lynch, supra, the question of disclosure is not one
of adequacy but of completeness. All information material to a
transaction must be disclosed with complete candor. Rosentiblall v.
Gety Oil Company, supra.
The allegations in The Amended Complaint relating to the
failure to disclose the details of the comparable sales of cable television
systems which were considered by the Wometco Cable board therefore
do set forth allegations which, if true, state a claim for relief.
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Plaintiff also asserts that the information concerning the continued rise -of prices paid for cable systems was germane to the
shareholders' decision whether to seek appraisal. Common sense,
however, would indicate that no general statement that all cable
systems are sold for increased prices would be accurate especially
when-the value of money and the effects of inflation are taken into
consideration.
In conclusion, the proposed amended allegations of the Complaint, therefore, .state a claim for relief as to the allegations that
the Information Statement may not have disclosed to the stockholders
of Wometco Cable all -the information in their possession material
to the issue of whether the Wometco Board considered the recent
sales price of comparable cable television systems and that these
comparables did not compare favorably with the price being offered
so that the stockholders could have made an informed judgment
whether to accept the price offered for their shares or to seek an
appraisal. That part of the proposed amendment is therefore allowed.
The other proposed amendments do not state a claim upon which
relief can be granted and are therefore not permitted.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

GOLDSTONE v. TEXAS INTERNATIONAL CO.
Nos. 6651, 6652, 6665

(CONSOLIDATED)

& 7607

Delaware Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
July 10, 1985

The parties attempted to settle a consolidated class action challenging the stock for stock merger of a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Texas International Co. into Phoenix Resource Co. (Phoenix).
The proposed settlement planned to give the plaintiff class,
former minority stockholders of Phoenix, no benefit other than that
conferred by a favorable modification of the exchange ratio prior to
the 1982 merger. The parties sought dismissal of the consolidated
action and payment of plaintiff's counsel fees.
Only one person objected to the settlement, Herbert S. Meeker
who formerly owned 2,000 shares of the Phoenix stock.
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Arthur Lipper, acting through his corporation, Arthur Lipper Corporation, filed an action in August 1982, relating to the
merger. He contended that the proposed settlement at issue here
was premature and unwarranted.
The merger proposal was deemed "fair" by Morgan Stanley
& Co.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Berger, held that
the settlement was permissible, based on the evidence, and based
on its business judgment. The court also awarded plaintiff attorneys'
fees.
1.

Compromise and Settlement 0

2

The law favors voluntary settlements of contested claims.
2.

Compromise and Settlement 0

4

The court's role in considering a proposed settlement of a class
action is to determine, in the exercise of its business judgment,
whether the settlement is fair.
3.

Compromise and Settlement 0= 4

In considering a proposed settlement of a class action, the court
must consider the nature of the claim, possible defenses and the
legal and factual obstacles facing plaintiffs in the event of trial.
4.

Compromise and Settlement 0

4

The absence of any objectors who do not have potentially conflicting motivations is a factor in support of the proposed settlement.
Joseph A. Rosenthal, Esquire, of Morris and Rosenthal, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiffs Colonial Securities Corporation and
Brown. Pamela S. Tikellis, Esquire, of Biggs and Battaglia, Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiffs Goldstein, Kaufmann and Roth.
P. Clark Collins, Jr., Esquire, of Morris, James, Hitchens & Williams, Wilmington, Delaware; and Michael J. Hanrahan, Esquire,
of Prickett, Jones, Elliott, Kristol & Schnee, Wilmington, Delaware,
for defendants.
BERGER,

Vice-Chancellor

This is the decision on the proposed settlement of a consolidated
class action challenging the stock for stock merger of a wholly-owned
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subsidiary of Texas International Company ("Texas") into Phoenix
Resources Company ("Phoenix"). Under the proposed settlement
the plaintiff class, former minority stockholders of Phoenix, will
receive no benefit other than that conferred by a favorable modification of the exchange ratio prior to the 1982 merger. The parties
seek only the dismissal of the consolidated action and the payment
of plaintiffs' counsel fees. Herber S. Meeker ("Meeker"), an attorney
who formerly owned 2000 shares of Phoenix stock, is the sole objector.
Both Texas and Phoenix are principally engaged in the acquisition and development of oil and gas properties. Since 1978, Texas
owned approximately 51.5% of the outstanding shares of Phoenix
common stock. In August, 1979, the two companies approved in
principle an agreement whereby Texas would have exchanged its
Phoenix stock for a proportionate undivided interest in Phoenix's
assets and liabilities (the "split-off"). Following the announcement
of the agreement, Colonial Securities Corp. ("Colonial"), a Phoenix
stockholder and one of the plaintiffs here, filed suit in state court
in Maine challenging the proposed split-off. In September, 1980, the
proposed split-off was abandoned.
The companies then considered the first of several merger proposals in October, 1980. The 1980 merger proposal, which would
have involved a combination of the companies on a share-for-share
basis, was withdrawn in January, 1981 because of stockholder
opposition and the absence of unanimous director support for the
proposal. In December, 1981, Texas proposed a merger with Phoenix
whereby one share of Texas common stock would be exchanged for
every two shares of Phoenix stock. Following announcement of the
1981 merger proposal, the Colonial complaint was amended to allege
that the two for one exchange ratio was unfair to the Phoenix minority
and three actions (now consolidated) were filed in this Court raising
similar claims of unfairness and breach of fiduciary duty.
Shortly after the commencement of the Delaware actions, Phoenix retained Morgan Stanley & Co., Inc. ("Morgan Stanley") to
evaluate the fairness of the 1981 merger proposal. Based upon Morgan Stanley's preliminary analysis, the two companies renegotiated
the merger exchange ratio. In March, 1982, a revised merger proposal
was presented to Phoenix whereby each share of Phoenix common
stock would be exchanged for 1.1 shares of Texas common stock.
Morgan Stanley opined that the revised merger proposal was fair to
the Phoenix minority from a financial point of view and the revised
merger proposal was approved at a stockholders' meeting on June
18, 1982.
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In May, 1984, Colonial filed a separate class action in Delaware
relating to the Phoenix/Texas merger. After briefly reciting the chronology of events, the complaint alleges that earlier lawsuits instituted
by Colonial, including the state court action in Maine, played a
significant part in the improved exchange offer ultimately approved
in the summer of 1982. The complaint seeks only class certification
and the award of counsel fees. Colonial's Delaware action was consolidated with the three other Delaware actions prior to the settlement
hearing.
In August, 1982, yet another action was filed relating to the
merger. Arthur Lipper ("Lipper"), acting through his corporation,
Arthur Lipper Corporation, filed suit in the United States District
Court for the Southern District of New York. The Lipper action
alleges federal securities law violations and pendant state law claims
against Texas. It is the allegations in the Lipper action which form
the basis for Meeker's objection to the proposed settlement herein.
The Lipper complaint alleges, among other things, that prior to the
merger Texas overstated the economic potential of certain oil and
gas prospects known as the Eloi Bay Deep (the "Prospect") and
concealed the unfavorable conclusions reached by its petroleum testing
consultant, Otis Services ("Otis") thereby maintaining an artificially
high market price for Texas stock. As a result of these alleged
misrepresentations and omissions, the merger exchange ratio, which
allegedly was grossly inadequate, was made to appear acceptable.
In light of the Lipper complaint allegations and the fact that
the Lipper action is scheduled to go to trial in the fall of 1985,
Meeker contends that settlement of the Delaware consolidated action
is premature and unwarranted. In Meeker's view, the plaintiff class
has nothing to lose and everything to gain by postponing any possible
settlement until the Lipper action is resolved. If Lipper is able to
prove his claims, presumably the class will be able to either negotiate
a better settlement here or successfully litigate its unfairness claims
using the results in the New York action. On the other hand, if the
Lipper action does not succeed, the class will have lost nothing by
the delay. As noted earlier, the settlement provides no present benefit
to the class.
[1,2,3] The law favors voluntary settlements of contested claims.
Rome v. Archer, Del. Supr., 197 A.2d 49 (1964); Neponsit Investment
Co. v. Abramson, Del. Supr., 405 A.2d 97 (1979). The Court's role
in considering a proposed settlement of a class action is to determine,
in the exercise of its own business judgment, whether the settlement
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is fair. Krinsky v. Helfand, Del. Supr., 156 A.2d 90 (1959). A full
trial on the issues is neither required nor appropriate. Rather, the
Court must consider the nature of the claim, possible defenses and
the legal and factual obstacles facing plaintiffs in the event of trial.
Neponsit Investment Co. v. Abramson, supra.
Meeker's objections to the proposed settlement are based largely
on the allegations in the Lipper action as opposed to evidence adduced
either in the consolidated action or the Lipper action. Meeker argues
that the Lipper action must have some merit because (1) pursuant
to Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Lipper's attorney
could not have signed the complaint if he did not believe that it was
well grounded in fact and (2) Texas has not been able to defeat the
action by means of a motion to dismiss or for summary judgment.
However, the fact remains that allegations are not evidence and
the mere existence of another lawsuit attacking the same transaction
on a somewhat different theory is not enough to warrant disapproval
of the settlement herein. Plaintiffs' counsel in the consolidated action
have had access to all the discovery obtained in the Lipper action.
They, unlike Meeker, reviewed that evidence and satisfied themselves
that the settlement remains fair to the class. The Court, in the
exercise of its business judgment, reaches the same conclusion.

Turning to the evidence, Meeker contends that Otis' unfavorable
conclusions as to the potential value of the Prospect were withheld
from Morgan Stanley and Phoenix to the detriment of the Phoenix
minority. However, Morgan Stanley's technical consultant, Core
Laboratories, Inc. ("Core"), not only audited Texas' reserves but
also reviewed the Prospect and made its own reserve estimate. Although Core was not given the Otis interpretive letter, Meeker points
to no evidence from which one could question Core's skill or thoroughness in reaching its own conclusions as to the Prospect.
Although Meeker does not directly attack Core's analysis, he
suggests that subsequent events prove that Core's reserve estimates
were wrong and that Otis' more pessimistic conclusions were correct.
Texas' 1983 annual report discloses that reserve estimates for the
Prospect were reduced by 23 billion cubic feet of gas. Meeker contends
that as a result of this and other write-downs, Texas' market price
plummeted in 1984. He argues that, if the write-down had been
made prior to the merger, the unfairness of the merger exchange
ratio would have been apparent. In advancing this argument Meeker
ignores the fact that, at the same time, there was an equal writedown on Phoenix property. Thus, to the extent that hindsight is
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appropriate in determining the fairness of the merger consideration,
the evidence suggests that the two write-downs would have cancelled
each other out.
In sum, it would appear that Morgan Stanley was justified in
relying upon the Core analysis in evaluating the fairness of the
merger terms. Morgan Stanley opined on the fairness of the merger
after reviewing not only the Core analysis but also the financial
statements of and internal analyses prepared by both companies,
market prices and the terms of comparable business combinations.
As with the Core analysis, Meeker offers no evidence which would
raise questions as to Morgan Stanley's integrity or ability in connection with its role in the merger.
[4] Finally, in evaluating the fairness of the proposed settlement, the fact that Meeker is the sole objector is worth nothing
given his relationship to Lipper. Meeker, an attorney, was encouraged
to file his objection by Lipper, his long time friend and client.
Meeker's attorneys' fees in this proceeding are being paid by Lipper
and Meeker never reviewed the documents which purportedly support
the allegations in the Lipper action. Moreover, although he contends
that the Lipper action has some merit and ought to delay resolution
of the consolidated action, Meeker declined the opportunity to intervene in the Lipper action. While these facts do not bear upon
the fairness of the settlement and have not been relied upon by the
Court for that purpose, they do raise a question as to Meeker's
motivation in raising an objection. The absence of any objectors
who do not have potentially conflicting motivations is an additional
factor in support of the proposed settlement. See Chiulli . Hardwicke
Companies, Inc., Del. Ch., C. A. No. 6785, Walsh, V. C. (February
11, 1985).
The remaining issue is plaintiffs' request for attorneys' fees and
expenses in the amount of $300,000 and $7,500 respectively. Meeker
does not object to such an award and the Court concludes, following
settled standards, that such an award is reasonable. The parties
stipulated that plaintiffs' various actions were considered by the Texas
board of directors when it agreed to improve the merger exchange
ratio. Thus, plaintiffs' counsel assisted in conferring a benefit on the
class which, at the time of the merger, amounted to approximately
$30 million. Considering the skill and experience of plaintiffs' counsel,
the time they devoted to the various actions and the contingent
nature of their fee arrangement, the application for fees and expenses
when compared to the benefit achieved is entirely reasonable.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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LIPSTEIN v. DIAMOND STATE TELEPHONE CO.
No. 7763
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
August 7, 1985
Plaintiff brought an individual and purported class action challenging the legality of defendant's implemented wire maintenance
plan. Plaintiff sought to enjoin defendant from charging for this plan
which had already been approved by the Delaware Public Service
Commission. The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Walsh,
dismissed the claims because it held the legislature had given exclusive
jurisdiction of the claim to the Delaware Public Service Commission.
Having thus found plaintiff possessed a legal remedy, the equity
court was without jurisdiction.
Dismissed.
1.

Pretrial Procedure C

554

Facts contained in the public record are properly reviewable
when considering a motion to dismiss on jurisdictional grounds.
2.

Equity C

43

Legislature cannot divest chancery court of its traditional jurisdiction unless it provides another remedy that is both exclusive and
equivalent.
3.

Equity C=- 43

Court of chancery will not entertain a claim for which a sufficient
remedy exists at law.
4.

Equity C= 43

Regarding divesting chancery court of its traditional subject
matter jurisdiction, the "equivalent of the remedy" is not necessarily
the same remedy. A preferable remedy is not the "equivalent of the
remedy" merely because a legal remedy is more cumbersome.
Irving Morris, Esquire, and Kevin Gross, Esquire, of Morris and
Rosenthal, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware; William Prickett, Esquire,
and Michael Hanrahan, Esquire, of Prickett, Jones, Elliott, Kristol
& Schnee, Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiff.
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Richard E. Poole, Esquire, of Potter Anderson & Corroon, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendant.
WALSH.

Vice-Chancellor

The plaintiff, Leonard Lipstein, brought this individual and
purported class action challenging the Optional Inside Wire Maintenance Plan (the "Plan") implemented by the defendant, Diamond
State Telephone Company ("Diamond State") after approval by the
Delaware Public Service Commission (the "Commission"). The
plaintiff, contending that the Plan presents an illegal "negative option" which requires Diamond State customers to affirmative optout of the Plan, seeks to enjoin Diamond State from charging its
customers for this service unless they specifically request coverage
under the Plan. Diamond State seeks to dismiss plaintiff's complaint
on the basis that the Plan is a part of the tariff approved by the
Commission in the exercise of its exclusive jurisdiction over rates
and services of public utilities.
[1] Although plaintiff questions whether Diamond State's motion to dismiss has been converted into a summary judgment motion
by reference to material outside the pleadings it is unnecessary to
determine whether summary judgment is a more appropriate context
in which to decide the issue of jurisdiction. The "facts" which
Diamond State seeks to incorporate into its motion are contained in
the public records of the Commission in PSC Docket 82-32. Such
material is properly considered in deciding a motion to dismiss on
jurisdictional grounds. Williamson v. Tucker, 5th Cir., 645 F. 2d 404
(1981). Indeed, the plaintiff does not dispute the existence of such
facts but considers them irrelevant to the issue of Chancery jurisdiction.
Prior to the implementation of the Plan, Diamond State charged
all its customers for maintenance of inside telephone wire as part of
its charge for basic telephone service. In its July, 1982, general rate
request, filed with the Commission under the provisions of the Public
Utilities Act of 1974 (26 Del. C. Ch. 1), Diamond State proposed
to segregate the components of the "bundled" monthly service rate,
and bill separately for the various services. With respect to the
maintenance of inside wire, the Plan offered Diamond State customers
three options: first, they could continue to pay a monthly charge,
separately stated on their bills, requiring the company to maintain
the inside wire; second, they could hire Diamond State on an "as
needed" basis to repair the wire; and finally, they could directly
maintain their own wire or hire an independent contractor to do so.
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Diamond State proposed to the Commission that customers be automatically enrolled in the monthly charge unless they affirmatively
chose another option. It is the negative aspect of the option which
plaintiff finds objectional.
The rate request, including all tariff charges, was the subject
of public comment and hearings before a Hearing Examiner. Before
both the Hearing Examiner and later the Commission the "opt-out"
feature of the wire maintenance charge was the subject of customer
complaint. The Commission specifically approved the opt-out feature
as part of its final action on the rate request. No appeal was taken
from any part of the Commission's decision and the various tariff
changes including the opt-out feature, became final in July, 1983.
Plaintiff, who did not participate in the proceedings before the Commission, filed this action on September 11, 1984.
Diamond State points to the Commission proceedings as ample
proof of the existence of an adequate legal remedy which precludes
equity jurisdiction. The plaintiff responds that only the Court of
Chancery may afford him injunctive relief and ancillary damages
within its traditional jurisdiction.

[2,3] It is well-settled that the General Assembly cannot divest
this Court of its traditional jurisdiction, as bestowed by the Delaware
Constitution of 1792, unless it provides another remedy that is both
exclusive and equivalent. Douglas v. Thrasher, Del. Supr., 489 A.2d
422, 426 (1985); Dupont v. Dupont, Del. Supr., 85 A.2d 724 (1951);

Pottock v. Continental Can Co., Del. Ch., 210 A.2d 295 (1965). This
limitation on the supplanting of equity jurisdiction is but a corollary
of the principle that the Court of Chancery will not entertain a claim
for which a sufficient remedy exists at law. Dupont v. Dupont, supra,
729.
Plaintiff contends the jurisdictional question is controlled by Webb
v. Diamond State Telephone Co., Del. Ch., 237 A.2d 143 (1967). In
Webb the plaintiff sought mandatory injunctive relief to force Diamond
State to restore his telephone service, which had been terminated
for suspected gambling activities. Diamond State moved to dismiss
the action on the basis that the plaintiff must first present his grievance
to the Commission. I The Court retained jurisdiction, however, find1. In Webb Diamond State did not argue that this Court lacked jurisdiction,
but only that plaintiff must first bring the matter before the Commission under
the doctrine of primary jurisdiction. The Court, however, relying on Potlock, supra,
refused to recognize the primary jurisdiction doctrine on the basis that it, in effect,
eroded the traditional jurisdiction of this Court by giving weight to agency findings.
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ing that the Public Utilities Act, 26 Del. C. §101, et seq., did not
grant exclusive jurisdiction to the Commission, and also did not
provide an equivalent remedy since the Commission had no power
to issue injunctions.
Diamond State argues that the exclusivity deficiency noted in
Webb has been supplied by the 1974 revision of the Public Service
Commission Act. The 1974 Act provides that "[t]he Commission
shall have exclusive original supervision and regulation of all public
utilities and also over their rates.

.

." (emphasis supplied) 26 Del.

C. §201. Significantly, in Webb Chancellor Marvel noted that § 121,
the predecessor to §201, had granted to the Commission only "general supervision and regulation of all public utilities." I conclude
that this change in the statutory language is more than semantical.
It demonstrates a legislative intent to invest in the Commission
exclusive jurisdiction over all matters concerning supervision and
regulation of public utility rates and services. However, to divest
this Court of its traditional jurisdiction, the substitute remedy must
be not only exclusive, but also equivalent. See Dupont v. Dupont, supra
at 730. As to the latter, the plaintiff contends that the 1974 amendment did not effect a substantive change with regard to the Commission's power to grant injunctive relief, and therefore an equivalent
remedy does not exist for the relief sought by plaintiff. I must
disagree.
[4] Although the plaintiff's requested relief falls within the
traditional equity jurisdiction of this Court, the fact that the plaintiff
seeks relief in the form of an injunction does not in itself foreclose
the question of equivalent relief. Rather, to divest this Court of its
traditional subject matter jurisdiction, the available remedy at law
must be "the equivalent of the remedy," Dupont, supra at 730, not
necessarily the same remedy. Nor is the test one of a preferable
remedy simply because the legal remedy is more cumbersome. Chateau
Apartments Co. v. Ciy of Wilmington, Del. Supr., 391 A.2d 205, 207
(1978). There has been no showing that the Commission could not
grant full, adequate and complete relief under the Act, even if that
relief is not in the form of an injunction. Although the Court in
Webb ruled an equivalent remedy was not available because the
Commission could not issue an injunction, that situation is distinThus, the Court viewed the issue as whether the Court was divested of its jurisdiction
by a legislative grant of an exclusive and equivalent remedy to an administrative

body. The primary jurisdiction doctrine in Delaware requires temporary abstention
of equity jurisdiction pending referral to the administrative agency. e Eastern Shore
Nat. Gas Co. v. Stauffer Chemical Co., Del. Supr., 298 A.2d 322, 325 (1972).
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guishable due to the necessity for immediate action as evidenced by
the temporary restraining order issued in that case.
The parties have submitted three recent cases, from Pennsylvania, Maryland and Illinois, which have addressed the issue of
subject matter jurisdiction in suits challenging the opt-out feature of
similar Inside Wire Maintenance Plans. Ominsky v. Bell Telephone
Company of Pennsylvania, Pa. Ct. Com. PI., No. 5214 (June 24, 1985);
Podell v. The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company of Mayland, Md.
Cir. Ct., CSP-835, (June 18, 1985); Falk v. Illinois Bell Telephone
Co., Ill Cir. Ct. No. 82 Ch 7461, (May 6, 1983). These decisions
yield mixed results. While the Pennsylvania court dismissed the
complaint before it holding that the Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission had exclusive jurisdiction, the Maryland and Illinois
Courts rejected attacks on subject matter jurisdiction. In granting
plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment, the Illinois Court in Falk
ruled that it had jurisdiction because the Commission had expressly
declined to determine the propriety of the negative option. The Falk
decision is distinguishable on its facts because the Commission decided that approval for the opt-out feature was unnecessary. The
jurisdictional vacuum created in Illinois by the agency's abdication
is not present here. With respect to the Pennsylvania and Maryland
decisions, both of which involved motions to dismiss, the Pennsylvania opinion is better reasoned and the more persuasive authority.
The implementation of the Plan, as a means to maintain inside
telephone wire, falls squarely within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Commission. Indeed, as a tariff change the Plan could not have
become effective without Commission approval. Clearly, the Commission has been empowered to grant plaintiff the equitable relief
he requests here. His damage claim is ancillary and could not,
standing alone, form the basis for equitable jurisdiction. Although
the Commission has already approved the Plan, the plaintiff may
seek further review before the Commission under its continuing
jurisdiction. See 26 Del. C. § 206. Presumably the Commission would
look anew at the "opt-out" provision in the light of plaintiff's
argument concerning its unfairness. If the Commission again approves the opt-out feature of the Plan, the plaintiff can appeal that
decision to the Superior Court under 26 Del. C. §510, affording that
Court an opportunity to determine whether the Commission, in
approving the "negative option," acted arbitrarily.
Since I conclude that this Court lacks jurisdiction because of

the adequacy of a legal remedy, the motion to dismiss must be
granted.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
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MALDONADO v. FLYNN
No. 4800
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
June 18, 1985
Plaintiff alleged his derivative suits, though not directly successful, had benefitted the corporation and he was entitled to recover
attorney fees and costs. The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor
Hartnett, held that attorney fees could be awarded on a settled or
mooted claim if a three part test is met. As one part of the test was
not met, plaintiff's application for attorney fees and costs was denied.
Plaintiff's application denied.
1. Corporations 0- 214
Costs

C

172

Recovery of attorney fees in derivative suits may be had if the
corporation receives a specific and substantial benefit.
2.

Corporations 0= 214

Attorney fees may be granted on a settled or mooted claim if:
(1) the claim was meritorious when filed, (2) the defendants took
action benefitting the corporation prior to a judicial resolution of the
suit, and (3) the benefit was causally related to the lawsuit. Defendants
must demonstrate the lack of a causal connection.
Joseph A. Rosenthal, Esquire, of Morris and Rosenthal, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, of counsel; Garwin, Bronzaft & Gerstein, New
York, New York, for plaintiff.
Charles F. Richards, Jr., Esquire, and Gregory P. Williams, Esquire,
of Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendants.
Squett & Squett, New York, New York, for defendants Rosalie F.
and Melvin Kolbert.
HARTNETr,

rice-Chancellor

This stockholder derivative suit brought on behalf of Zapata
Corporation ("Zapata") was commenced in 1975. An Order of
Dismissal was entered in December of 1983 but jurisdiction was
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reserved for consideration of the application by plaintiff's attorneys
for an award of fees.
For the reasons hereinafter stated, the application for attorneys'
fees must be denied.
I
The history of this litigation is long and occurred in several
jurisdictions. This suit was initiated in June of 1975 and challenged
as being a waste of corporate assets the amount of compensation
paid to several of the officers of Zapata, the grant of unsecured noninterest bearing loans to certain officers and the amendments made
to outstanding stock options. Some two years later, after discovery

had been conducted, plaintiff in this action brought a second action
in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New
York which alleged violations of federal securities laws to benefit
Zapata's executive officers, as well as the common law claims involving wastes of corporate assets which form a basis of this suit.
For further background facts, see Maldonado v. Flynn, Del. Ch., 413
A. 2d 1251 (1980), rev'd in part, Del. Supr., 430 A.2d 779 (1981).
Eventually, plaintiff amended his complaint in the federal court

to delete the pendent common law claims. The securities claims were
later dismissed by the U.S. District Court, and a motion to dismiss
this case based upon res judicata was granted contingent upon the
dismissal by the federal trial court being upheld on appeal (which
it was). See Maldonado v. Flynn, Del. Ch., 417 A.2d 378 (1980).
In 1979 two other Zapata shareholders filed a stockholder derivative suit in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of Texas, Houston Division, entitled Maher, et al, v. Zapata,
et al, Civil Action No. H-79-234 ("Maher Action"), which alleged
federal securities law violations as well as breaches of fiduciary duty
and waste of corporate assets. On September 15, 1980, the parties
in that litigation entered into a Stipulation of Compromise and
Settlement which purported to dismiss all claims in the Maher Action
as well as all claims which could have been asserted against the
individual defendants on behalf of the corporation. The plaintiff in
this Delaware case strenuously objected to the Texas settlement but
it was approved by the District Court in June of 1981, and affirmed
by the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals in 1983.
Plaintiffs in the Maher Action were awarded $250,000 in attorneys' fees and $18,560 in expenses for the stipulated benefits
accruing to the corporation as set forth in the Statement of Benefit
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dated September 15, 1980. Numerous benefits to the corporation are
cited in the Statement as having resulted from the Zapata Board of
Directors' decision to remove Mr. Flynn and to appoint a new
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer which was
occasioned by Mr. Maher's investigation of the matters which gave
rise to his lawsuit, his demand for a stockholder list, and the institution and prosecution of the Maher Action.
Plaintiff here asserts that these benefits were actually the result
of his lawsuits and seeks attorneys' fees of $400,000-including expenses. Defendants strenuously maintain that it was the Maher Action
which caused the change of leadership and the resulting benefits and
that plaintiff's lawsuits were in no way responsible for the changes.
II
[1,2] In litigation on behalf of shareholders, recovery of attorneys' fees may be had if there is a specific and substantial benefit
to the corporation. Chysler Corp. v. Dann, Del. Supr., 223 A.2d 384
(1966). When a claim is settled or mooted, counsel fees may still be
granted if: 1) the claim was meritorious when filed, 2) the defendants
took action benefitting the corporation prior to a judicial resolution
of the suit, and 3) the benefit was casually related to the lawsuit.
Allied Artists Pictures Corp. v. Baron, Del. Supr., 413 A.2d 876 (1980).
Defendants bear the burden of demonstrating the lack of a causal
connection. Id.
The Statement of Benefit in the Maher Action demonstrates
that, prior to the dismissal of this suit, the second element for
recovery-the taking of corrective action-had been fulfilled.
As to the first element-the meritoriousness of the suit-it has
never been seriously in question that the claims in this suit were
meritorious when filed. No motion to dismiss for failure to state a
claim for relief was ever brought as to the common law claims alleged
in this lawsuit. The fact that the lawsuit was dismissed because of
the res judicata effect of the New York action does not suggest that
it was not meritorious when filed but rather that the plaintiff was
unwise in seeking to split his claims. Additionally, in Zapata v.

Maldonado, Del. Supr., 430 A.2d 779 (1981), the Delaware Supreme
Court held that it was within the power of the independent committee
of the Board of Directors of Zapata to move to dismiss a validly
brought stockholder derivative suit if it determined that the continuation of the suit was not in the best interests of the corporation.
The fact that the Board chose to attack the suit in that particular
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manner suggests that the meritoriousness of the suit was not asserted
while its undesirable effect upon the corporation was.
As to the third element necessary for recovery-the causal relation between the suit and the corporate benefit-a more difficult
issue is presented. Mr. Flynn's forced leave of absence, which led
eventually to his dismissal and replacement and to the corporate
benefits cited in the Statement of Benefit filed in the Maher Action,
began the very day that the Maher Action was filed and after three
years of litigation in this Delaware suit. At first blush it would appear
unlikely that the infant Maher Action could have been the cause of
therapeutic corporate changes. Defendants, however, have submitted
affidavits which lead to the conclusion that it was Mr. Maher's
actions which led to the corporate changes rather than plaintiff's
litigation.
Mr. Maher did not file his suit until February 5, 1979, which
was the same day that the Board affirmed the leave of absence
granted Mr. Flynn by independent directors two days earlier. He
had, however, for two or three months before filing his complaint,
been actively pursuing charges against Mr. Flynn for alcohol abuse
which apparently caused him to be unable to perform his corporate
duties. According to the affidavit of Ronald C. Lassiter, an employee
of Zapata and a member of its Board of Directors, Mr. Lassiter
became aware of Mr. Maher's concern about Mr. Flynn's performance of duties late in 1978. In January, 1979, Mr. Lassiter spoke
to Charles Sapp, Mr. Maher's attorney, who informed him of incidents involving Mr. Flynn. This information caused Mr. Lassiter's
concern about Mr. Flynn to increase. Shortly thereafter, Mr. Maher
submitted a request to examine the list of Zapata's stockholders.
The day upon which a response to this request was due, Mr. Flynn,
according to Mr. Lassiter, was difficult to locate and ". . . was so
intoxicated when located, he was unable to function appropriately."
Thereafter Mr. Lassiter contacted an outside director concerning Mr.
Flynn and on February 3, 1979, the outside directors met and
determined that Mr. Flynn should be given a leave of absence due
to his alcohol abuse. It was the actions of Mr. Maher, therefore,
and not this Delaware case which was instrumental in bringing about
Mr. Flynn's removal.
The therapeutic actions leading to the benefits enjoyed by Zapata
are clearly the result of the Maher Action and not the present action.
As a consequence, plaintiff is not entitled to the recovery of any
attorneys' fees. The application for attorneys' fees and costs is therefore denied. IT IS SO ORDERED.
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MARCIANO v. NAKASH
No. 7910
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
June 19, 1985
Plaintiffs and defendants each represent fifty percent ownership
of the corporate stock of this sportswear manufacturing firm. Plaintiffs
seek the appointment of a custodian pursuant to Del. Code Ann.
tit. 8, § 226(a)(1) on the ground that corporate shareholders are
deadlocked and unable to elect successor directors, or alternatively
for a court ordered annual meeting pursuant to Del. Code Ann. tit.
8, § 211(c). The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Berger, held
that plaintiffs had established their right to relief under Del. Code
Ann. tit. 8, § 211(c) and that a meeting of the corporate shareholders
should be held promptly for the purpose of electing successor directors. Should successor directors not be elected or the defendants
fail to attend such meeting thereby defeating a quorum, the court
will promptly entertain an application for the appointment of a
custodian pursuant to Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 226(a)(1). In so
holding, the court exercised its discretion to stay the derivative aspects
of this action by reason of a prior action pending in another jurisdiction.
1.

Corporations C= 560(1)

An action based upon Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 226 for appointment of a custodian is a summary proceeding available to the
shareholders of Delaware corporations which is intended to create a
more liberal and readily available remedy in case of a shareholder
deadlock.
2.

Action 0= 69(1)

The decision to stay litigation in favor of a prior action pending
in another jurisdiction is within the sound discretion of the court,
but the exercise of this discretion must not result in hardship to the
litigants.
3.

Action C-

69(2), 69(4)

Decision to stay litigation by reason of a prior action pending
in another jurisdiction should be freely exercised in favor of a stay
when the two actions involve the same parties and the same issues,
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and the court in the prior filed action is capable of doing prompt
and complete justice.
4.

Action C= 69(1)

Decision to stay litigation by reason of a prior action pending
in another jurisdiction does not require the two suits to be identical;
similarity of parties and issue is sufficient even though one is decidedly
more extensive than the other.
5.

Corporations

C= 560(1), 201

Shareholders statutory claim to prompt and summary relief
through appointment of a custodian need not await result of a prior
action pending in another jurisdiction when such action is more
complex and of plenary nature. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 226(a)(1).
6.

Corporations

C= 553(5)

Appointment of a custodian when it is undisputed that shareholders are so divided that election of successor director is not
possible, requires no additional showing; disputed factual issues that
led to the impasse have no bearing on the application for such
appointment. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 226(a)(1).
7.

Corporations

C= 201

Shareholders are entitled to apply for statutory relief upon failure
of corporation to hold the requisite annual meeting, notwithstanding
the affirmative defense that such meeting will be used to "smash"
the corporation. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 211(c).
8.

Corporations 0= 191, 201

The law does not presume that shareholders will act contrary
to their own best interests; therefore barring evidence to the contrary,
it is presumed that shareholders petition to seek statutory relief in
the form of a court ordered annual meeting, is pursued in the best
interests of the corporation. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 211(c).
William 0. LaMotte III, Esquire, of Morris, Nichols, Arsht &
Tunnell, Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiffs.
Joseph A. Rosenthal, Esquire, of Morris & Rosenthal, P.A., Wilmington, Delaware, for defendants.
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BERCER, Vice-Chancellor

This action involves a dispute between two families over the
control and operation of Gasoline Ltd. ("Gasoline"), a Delaware
corporation engaged in the production and marketing of designer
jeans and sportswear. Plaintiffs, Georges Marciano, Maurice Marciano, Armand Marciano and Paul Marciano (the "Marcianos")
own 50% of the stock of Gasoline and three of the four brothers
are on the six member board of directors of the company. Defendants,
Joe Nakash, Ralph Nakash, and Avi Nakash (the "Nakashes"), are
the remaining shareholders and directors of Gasoline. The complaint
seeks the appointment of a custodian pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 226(a)(1)
on the ground that Gasoline's shareholders are deadlocked and unable
to elect successor directors. In addition, the Marcianos assert derivative claims based upon the Nakashes' alleged diversion of corporate
opportunities and assets to their own use. This is the decision on
the Marcianos' motion for the appointment of a custodian and the
Nakashes' motion for a stay pending resolution of related litigation
in a California state court.
The Marciano brothers began producing and marketing a line
of highly stylized jeans and sportswear through a California corporation called Guess?, Inc. ("Guess") in the early 1980's. In the
spring of 1983, the Marcianos formed a division of Guess, called
Gasoline, to sell cheaper copies of Guess designs in a broader retail
market. In order to obtain financing and marketing assistance, the
Marcianos entered into a series of agreements with the Nakash
brothers, the owners of Jordache Enterprises, Inc. ("Jordache"),
another manufacturer of jeans and sportswear. Pursuant to those
agreements, the Nakashes ultimately received 50% of the stock of
Guess in exchange for $4,775,000. The parties agreed that Guess
would have a six member board of directors consisting of the three
Nakash brothers and three of the four Marciano brothers, and that
the policies and practices of the corporation would be decided by
consensus of the two groups.
The Gasoline division of Guess was separately incorporated in
Delaware on March 29, 1984. As with Guess, Gasoline stock ownership was equally divided between the Nakashes and the Marcianos
and the three Nakash brothers and three of the Marciano brothers
were named as directors. The parties agreed that the Marcianos
were to have day-to-day operating control of Guess but they dispute
whether the Nakashes were intended to have day-to-day control over
anything but the production and shipment of apparel for Gasoline.
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In August, 1984, Gasoline commenced operations as an independent company under the control of the Nakashes. The record
establishes that, within the next six months, disputes arose between
the two families as to policy decisions and more basic operational
questions. The Nakashes contend that these disputes are part of a
scheme by the Marcianos to create deadlocks so that they will be
able to accomplish their goal of dissolving Gasoline and returning
it to their control as a division of Guess. Regardless of the Marcianos'
motivation, however, the fact remains that the two families have
been adversaries at least since November, 1984, when the Marcianos
announced their desire to dissolve Gasoline.
The parties' disputes are not confined to the operation and
control of Gasoline. They are also trading charges of various breaches
of fiduciary duties in connection with the operation of Guess in a
California state court action filed on November 29, 1984 by the
Marcianos.
While the California action was proceeding and two months
after this action was filed, the Marcianos called a shareholders'
meeting to elect a new board of directors of Gasoline. The notice
listed the six persons the Marcianos intended to nominate as directors
and set forth three resolutions they intended to present for consideration. The meeting was scheduled for April 1, 1985, in accordance
with the bylaws. On the meeting date, the Nakashes' lawyer advised
that the Nakashes would not attend and, as a result, the meeting
could not go forward for lack of a quorum. An amended complaint
and an application for the appointment of a custodian were filed by
the Marcianos the following week.
The Nakashes responded by moving to stay all aspects of the
Delaware litigation pending resolution of the California lawsuit. They
point out that the California action was the first filed, involves the
same parties and many of the same issues and is moving forward
rapidly. In addition, there already has been a significant amount of
discovery taken in the California action and California is a more
convenient forum because some of the witnesses reside there whereas
none of the witnesses are Delaware residents.
[1] The Marcianos do not strenuously object to a stay of the
derivative claims asserted in the Delaware action. They acknowledge
that certain factual issues may be common to both cases. However,
they argue that their claim for the appointment of a custodian
pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 226 is unique to the Delaware action and
should be allowed to proceed. A § 226 action is a summary proceeding
available to the shareholders of Delaware corporations and § 226(a)(1),
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the operative portion of the statute in this case, was intended to
create a more liberal and readily available remedy in case of a
shareholder deadlock. Giuricich v. Emtrol, Del. Supr., 449 A.2d 232
(1982).
[2,3] The decision to stay litigation in favor of a prior action
pending in another jurisdiction is within the sound discretion of the
Court. McWane Cast Iron Pipe Corp. v. McDowell- Welman Engineering
Co., Del. Supr., 263 A.2d 281 (1970). In exercising this discretion,
the Court is required to balance the competing interests to avoid
hardship to the litigants. Western Savings Fund Society of Philadelphia v.
A.V.C. Corp., Del. Supr., 305 A.2d 632 (1973). In McWane the
Supreme Court noted that the Court's discretion should be exercised
freely in favor of a stay when the two actions involve the same
parties and the same issues, and the court in the prior filed action
is capable of doing prompt and complete justice. As a general rule,
litigation should be confined to the forum in which it was commenced.
McWane Cast Iron Pipe Corp. v. McDowell-Wellman Engineering Co.,
supra at 283.
[4] After reviewing the complaint in both actions, I am satis
fled that the issues raised in the derivative claims are sufficiently
similar to warrant a stay of the derivative aspects of the Delaware
action under the holding in McWane. Both suits arise out of disputes
following the sale of a 50% interest in Guess to the Nakashes, involve
the same parties and have several key issues in common - misappropriation of Guess designs, diversion of profits and wrongful
manipulation of pricing and marketing policies. Although the California action is admittedly more extensive (a 28 count Third Amended
Complaint was filed on May 9, 1985), there is nor requirement that
the two suits be identical. Western Savings Fund of Philadelphiav. A VC
Corp., supra at 635.
The same analysis does not apply, however, with respect to the
Marcianos' § 226 claim. The Nakashes point out that the Eleventh
Count of the Third Amended Complaint seeks rescission of the 1983
Stock Purchase Agreement pursuant to which the Nakashes acquired
their interest in Guess. They argue that, if the California court were
to grant rescission, such relief could obviate the need for a custodian
of Gasoline by requiring the Nakashes to dispose of their stock interest
in Gasoline and Guess.
[5] Although that possibility does exist, it does not justify a
stay of the Marcianos' statutory claim. First, the rescission count in
the California action is based upon fraud whereas the § 226 action
here is based upon a shareholder deadlock. It is possible that the
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Marcianos will not prevail on their rescission claim in California but
will be able to prevail on their Delaware statutory claim. Second,
and more importantly, the California action necessarily will encompass many complex factual and legal issues which are not relevant
to the limited elements of a § 226 claim. Given the plenary nature
and complexity of the California action, it is extremely doubtful that
the Marcianos will be able to obtain the same prompt relief in that
court as is available in a summary § 226 proceeding in this Court.
Accordingly, the Nakashes' motion to stay as to the § 226 claim is

denied. See Coaxial Communications, Inc. v. CNA Financial Corporation, Del. Supr., 367 A.2d 994 (1976); Kirkland v. International
Community Corporation, et al., Del. Ch., C. A. 7577, Berger, V.C.
(May 29, 1984).

The remaining issue is whether the Marcianos' application for
the appointment of a custodian should be granted on the present
record. In essence, the Marcianos seek summary judgment based
upon the undisputed evidence that, at a shareholders' meeting scheduled to be held for the election of directors, the shareholders were
so divided that they not only failed to elect successor directors, but
they failed to obtain a quorum necessary to conduct the meeting.
[6]

The Nakashes oppose the application on several grounds.

First, they point to numerous factual disputes as to the alleged
breaches of fiduciary duty by the Nakashes, the parties' opposing
views as to the best manufacturers and sources of material as well

as alleged conflicts of interest arising from the Nakashes' ownership
of Jordache. These factual issues may well be disputed but they have
no bearing on the § 226 application. This Court is empowered to
appoint a custodian when the shareholders are so divided that, at
any meeting held for the election of directors, they fail to elect
successor directors. No additional showing is required. Section
226(a)(1); Giuricich v. Emirol, supra.
Alternatively, the Nakashes argue that the requirements of §
226(a) have not been satisfied inasmuch as no shareholders' meeting
was held. The Marcianos, anticipating such an argument, moved
alternatively for an order pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 211(c) requiring
an annual meeting to be held promptly. Since the Marcianos see
this step as a mere formality, they also ask the Court to order the
appointment of a custodian upon the failure of the Gasoline shareholders to elect successor directors at the Court ordered meeting.
The Nakashes do not dispute that there has been no annual

meeting for more than 30 days after the April date designated in
the Gasoline bylaws. Nor is there any question that the Marcianos
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are shareholders and, thus, entitled to apply for relief under § 211(c).
Instead, the Nakashes argue that the Marcianos are trying to smash
Gasoline and should be denied relief for that reason. Cf. Saxon
Industries, Inc. v. NKFWPartners,Del. Supr., No. 234, 1984, Moore,
J. (February 5, 1985). They say that the shareholders' meeting is
being sought to establish a deadlock for the appointment of a custodian who, in turn, is being sought for the purpose of dissolving
Gasoline. Since the record evidence establishes that Gasoline is very
profitable, the Nakashes argue that the Marcianos' desire to dissolve
Gasoline demonstrates that their purpose is to smash the company.
[7,8] Assuming, without deciding, that such a motive would
constitute an adequate affirmative defense to a shareholder's prinma
facie case under § 211, the record does not support the Nakashes'
contentions on this point. The fact that the Marcianos want to end
the Nakashes' control of Gasoline even though the Nakashes have
been operating the company at a profit does not indicate that the
Marcianos are attempting to destroy the company. Our law does
not presume that shareholders will act contrary to their own best
interests, Saxon Industries, Inc. v. NKFW Partners, supra, slip op. at 8,
and the record establishes that the Marcianos are acting in what
they believe to be their own best interests as well as the best interests
of the company. While the Marcianos may be mistaken in those
beliefs, such a mistake would not preclude them from seeking relief
under § 211.
Finally, the Nakashes argue that, before this Court should exercise its discretion to appoint a custodian, there should be a thorough
record which would enable the Court to determine the duration of
the appointment and the powers to be conferred upon the custodian.
These issues have not been fully developed on the present record
and should be before a final determination is made.
Based upon the foregoing, I conclude that the Marcianos have
established their right to relief under 8 Del. C. § 211(c) and that a
meeting of the shareholders of Gasoline should be held on or before
July 1, 1985 for the purpose of electing successor directors. In the
event that successor directors are not elected at such meeting or the
Nakashes fail to attend the meeting thereby defeating a quorum, the
Court will promptly entertain an application for the appointment of
a custodian pursuant to § 226(a)(1). If and when such an application
is made, the Court will consider evidence only as to the following
issues:
(1) the results of the Court-ordered shareholders' meeting;
(2) the identities and qualifications of the proposed custodian(s);
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(3) the duration of the appointment and the powers to be
conferred upon the custodian(s).
IT IS SO ORDERED.

MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS CORP. OF AMERICA v.
MCI COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
No. 8108
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
August 27, 1985
Plaintiff filed an action seeking specific performance of a letter
agreement with defendants relating to the sale by defendants of certain
of its assets to plaintiff. Plaintiff subsequently moved for a preliminary
injunction to restrain defendant from selling, transferring, or disposing of the very same assets to a third party.
The letter agreement between plaintiff and defendant was signed
by executives of each party although it contained a condition precedent which required the approval of the respective boards of directors
prior to final consummation of the transaction. Defendant board of
directors refused to approve the transaction after management so
advised.
The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Berger, held that
plaintiff did not demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits
as to the binding effect of the letter agreement since: (1) the condition
precedent requiring board approval had not been satisfied; (2) the
prevention doctrine did not apply in the present case since plaintiff
had assumed the risk that the condition precedent will be prevented;
and (3) defendant is not estopped from relying on the board approval
condition since plaintiff could have discovered the undisclosed information, and estoppel applies only if the party lacks any means
of discovering such information.
1.

Contracts

0-

303(4)

The "prevention doctrine" provides that a party may not escape
contractual liability by reliance upon the failure of a condition precedent where the party wrongfully prevented performance of that
condition precedent.
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C6ntracts

0= 303(4)

Prevention doctrine does not apply when contract authorizes a
party to prevent the condition from occurring.
3.

Estoppel C

52(15)

Estoppel arises when, in reliance on the conduct of one party,
another party changes his position to his detriment.
4.

Estoppel

0= 52(2)

Estoppel applies only if the party lacks any means of discovering
the undisclosed information.
William T. Quillen, Esquire, of Potter, Anderson & Corroon, Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiff.
Samuel A. Nolen, Esquire, of Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware, for defendant.
BERGER,

Vice-Chancellor

Plaintiff, Mobile Communications Corporation of America
("MCCA"), filed this action on August 6, 1985, seeking specific
performance of a letter agreement dated July 24, 1985 (the "Agreement") relating to the sale by defendant, MCI Communication
("MCI"), of certain paging and cellular assets to MCCA. On August
9, 1985, MCI signed a letter of intent with McCaw Personal Communications, Inc. ("McCaw") for the sale of the same assets covered
by the MCCA Agreement. This is the decision on MCCA's motion
for a preliminary injunction that would restrain MCI from taking
any further action to sell, transfer or dispose of the assets at issue
pending final disposition of MCCA's claim.
The relevant facts, as gleaned from more than 20 deposition
transcripts, exhibits and affidavits, may be highlighted as follows.
MCCA first made contact with MCI in mid-June, 1985, to find out
whether MCI would be interested in selling its paging and cellular
assets. That meeting was attended by John M. Palmer ("Palmer"),
MCCA's Chief Executive Officer and the person primarily responsible for negotiating the Agreement on behalf of MCCA, William
E. Conway, Jr. ("Conway"), a Senior Vice President and the Chief
Financial Officer of MCI, andJohn D. Martens ("Martens"), MCI's
Vice President for Corporate Development and the person later
instructed by MCI's President to negotiate and execute the Agreement.
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After learning that MCI would consider selling those assets, two
more meetings were held in June to discuss the possible terms of
the transaction. The parties discussed (1) a price range of $100 to
$125 million; (2) MCI's suggestion (rejected by MCCA) that MCI
take a minority stock interest as part of the deal; (3) MCCA's plan
to obtain financing from an equity investor; and (4) MCCA's willingness to provide a comfort letter from Prudential-Bache as to its
ability to arrange financing. During those meetings MCCA did not
volunteer the identity of its equity partner and MCI expressed no
interest in obtaining that information.
During the week of July 14, 1985, V. Orville Wright ("Wright"),
MCI's President and Chief Operating Officer, instructed Martens
that all interested bidders should submit their proposals prior to
MCI's next board meeting on July 23, 1985. Proposals were submitted by MCCA, McCaw and NYNEX, one of seven regional Bell
operating companies ("RBOCs") formed under the terms of a modified consent decree in antitrust litigation against American Telephone
& Telegraph Company ("AT&T"). The NYNEX offer was delivered
to the MCI board during the meeting.
After Wright and Wayne English ("English"), a Senior Vice
President, reviewed the NYNEX proposal and independently concluded that it was too low, the MCI board was advised that the
NYNEX offer as not a serious one. Apparently the board gave no
consideration to the NYNEX offer and there was no discussion about
whether MCI should enter into a transaction with an RBOC. Rather,
the board considered the MCCA and McCaw proposals. Those two
offers were roughly comparable in value but the MCCA offer was
described as a cleaner deal because, among other things, McCaw
wanted indemnification for a potential $10 million tax liability. The
general sense of the board was that the MCCA offer was the more
promising one and it was agreed that MCI would proceed with
negotiations with MCCA.
During and following the board meeting on July 23, Martens

was meeting with several members of MCI's management, including
its in-house counsel, to review the proposals. In the course of that
meeting Palmer called Martens and told him that MCCA's partner
was BellSouth Corporation ("BellSouth"), an RBOC. Martens passed
this information along to those at the meeting as well as other
members of top management, including English and Conway. None
of the people so informed indicated that BellSouth's presence would
have any adverse impact on the proposed transaction. Later in the
day the MCCA and McCaw offers again were reviewed at a meeting
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attended by William G. McGowan ("McGowan"), MCI's Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer, Wright and Martens, among others.
McGowan reaffirmed the board's earlier "sense" that MCCA's was
the better offer.
The following morning Martens and Palmer reached an agreement on price and attorneys from both sides worked on modifications
to a draft agreement. An afternoon meeting was scheduled to review
a press release and execute the final version of the Agreement. Wright
was advised of this meeting, but decided not to attend. Instead, MCI
was represented by Martens, its Senior Attorney and Director of
Media Affairs. The parties ultimately agreed upon two separate press
releases and the Agreement was signed by Palmer and Martens.
Paragraph 4 of the Agreement provides in relevant part:
4. Additional Conditions Precedent to the Consummation of the
Acquisition. The consummation of the transactions contemplated herein shall be subject to... (iii) the approval of
the boards of directors of MCCA and MCI.
Within hours after the Agreement had been executed, two members of MCI's top management, who had not previously known
about BellSouth, expressed concern about MCCA's partnership with
BellSouth. Messrs. Salisbury and Worthington, Senior Vice Presidents and MCI's outside counsel and General Counsel respectively,
were concerned that BellSouth's involvement would create problems
with the waiver on "lines of business" issue arising from the consent
decree in the AT&T antitrust litigation.
Briefly, the consent decree requires the seven RBOCs to provide
long distance carriers with local access to customers on an expedited
schedule and limits the types of business RBOCs may engage in
other than the business of supplying local telephone service. Many
of the RBOCs have requested waivers of the consent decree's "line
of business" restrictions and MCI has been opposing those waiver
requests. If the MCCA deal were consummated, BellSouth would
be involved in cellular service outside its region, a result inconsistent
with the position taken by MCI in opposing RBOCs' requests for
waivers in the antitrust litigation.
Later in the evening on July 24, Wright advised Palmer of the
problem, telling him that MCI would not go ahead with the deal
because of BellSouth's involvement. Beginning on the morning of
July 25, and continuing until the July 31 MCI board meeting at
which the MCCA deal was rejected, the parties went back and forth
on the BellSouth problem. In their briefs, the parties trade charges
that their actions belied any bona fide effort to salvage the deal. For
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example, MCCA issued its press release announcing the Agreement
with an additional paragraph disclosing MCI's desire to void the
deal notwithstanding MCI's request that the press release be delayed.
In addition, MCCA's efforts to refinance the deal were directed at
alternatives by which BellSouth would not become involved until
after closing as opposed to the total elimination of BellSouth as a
participant at any point in time. MCI, for its part, already was
talking to other potential buyers by July 26 and did not provide
MCCA with its proposed representations and warranties for a definitive agreement until two days before the July 31 board meeting.
Moreover, the evidence suggests that the presentation at the
July 31 board meeting was designed to ensure rejection of the Agreement. For example, although the board was advised that Martens
knew of BellSouth's involvement prior to signing the Agreement, it
was not informed that Martens was the person assigned to negotiate
the deal and to be MCCA's contact person at MCI. In the same
vein, the board was advised that MCCA had agreed to certain
representations and warranties requested by MCI relating to BellSouth
but it was not told that the remaining representations and warranties
were not deemed essential by MCI.
In short, the board was advised that MCCA misled MCI and
could not be trusted to consummate the transaction in a satisfactory
manner; MCI management would not have signed the Agreement
if BellSouth's involvement had been known because of MCI's opposition to an RBOC becoming involved in this line of business;
and MCCA breached the Agreement by issuing the press release
over MCI's objection. Following discussion and consideration of these
matters, the MCI board unanimously voted to reject the MCCA
Agreement.
The standards governing the issuance of a preliminary injunction
are well settled and, in this case, MCCA's likelihood of success on
the merits is the critical factor. MCCA argues that it will prevail
on its claim for specific performance inasmuch as the Agreement
constitutes a binding contract between the parties; the assets which
are the subject of the Agreement are unique; and MCCA is ready,
willing and able to perform. MCCA contends that the MCI board's
rejection of the Agreement on July 31 will not defeat its claim because
(1) the board approved the transaction at its July 23 meeting; (2)
under the "prevention doctrine" the board approval condition in
the Agreement must be deemed waived because MCI's management
wrongfully interfered with the process of obtaining board approval
by misleading the board as to the relevant facts; and (3) MCI is
estopped from relying on the board's disapproval of the Agreement
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because, prior to the signing of the Agreement, MCI never disclosed
its supposed policy against dealing with RBOCs.
MCCA's argument that board approval was given at the July
23 meeting finds only partial support in the record. The evidence
does tend to establish that bidders were instructed to submit their
proposals in time for that meeting; that the two competitive offers
were compared and analyzed in some detail; and that the board
reached a general sense that the MCCA offer should be pursued.
However, there was no board resolution authorizing Martens or any
other officer to enter into a definitive agreement with MCCA and
MCI's directors uniformly testified that no such approval was given.
Moreover, the language in the Agreement requiring board approval
prior to consummation of the transaction would be meaningless if,
in fact, that approval had been obtained on the preceeding day. I
find that this evidence, viewed as a whole, does not adequately
support MCCA's position at this stage of the proceedings.
[1] The "prevention doctrine" provides that a party may not
escape contractual liability by reliance upon the failure of a condition
precedent where the party wrongfully prevented performance of that
condition precedent. See Gulf Oil Corp. v. American Louisiana Pipeline
Co., 282 F.2d 401 (6th Cir. 1960); 3A Corbin on Contracts § 767
(1961). This principle has been applied where a contract required
board approval and the agreement was never submitted to the board,
Jacobs v. Freeman, Cal. Ct. App., 163 Cal. Rptr. 680 (1980), and in
a situation where the contract was presented to the board but was
not recommended by management, as the contract provided, and
the board had been stripped of authority to consider the contract.
Shear v. National Rile Association of America, 606 F.2d 1251 (D.C. Cir.
1979). Based upon these and other authorities, MCCA argues that
MCI was obligated and failed to act in good faith in presenting the
Agreement to the board for its approval. In support of this argument
MCCA points to MCI's apparent reluctance to modify the Agreement
to resolve the R.BOC problem and the slanted presentation made to
the board at the July 31 meeting.
Here again, while the facts do suggest that once the MCCA
press release was issued there was little chance that MCI would go
through with the deal, the evidence does not support the conclusion
that MCI acted in bad faith. Both its General Counsel and Chief
Executive Officer were unaware of BellSouth's involvement until
after the Agreement had been signed. General Counsel immediately
expressed his serious concern about the impact BellSouth's involvement would have on the antitrust litigation. He even went so far as
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to search out Palmer at a restaurant on the evening that the Agreement was executed. There is no evidence to suggest that General
Counsel's reaction was feigned or that he was using the BellSouth
involvement as a pretext to back out of the Agreement. To the
contrary, the evidence indicated that at least some members of MCI's
board and top management viewed BellSouth's involvement as an
insurmountable obstacle to the deal.
[2] Management's presentation to the MCI board, likewise,
does not demonstrate bad faith. While the relevant facts were not
presented in a light most favorable to MCCA or even in a neutral
manner, it does not follow that management was attempting to
mislead the board or to unjustly prevent board approval. As the
court noted in Shear, the prevention doctrine does not apply where,
under the contract, one party assumes the risk that fulfillment of
the condition precedent will be prevented. MCCA knew that board
approval was a condition to the consummation of the deal. Inasmuch
as the MCCA proposal submitted to the board on July 23 did not
identify BellSouth, MCCA assumed the risk that the MCI board
would disapprove the transaction after learning that information. In
sum, it does not appear that MCCA will prevail under the prevention
doctrine.
[3] Finally, MCCA contends that MCI is estopped from relying
on the board approval condition in the Agreement. Estoppel arises
when, in reliance on the conduct of one party, another party changes
his position to his detriment. Hartman v. Buckson, Del. Ch., 467 A.
2d 694 (1983). It is undisputed that, prior to July 24, MCI never
told MCCA that its involvement with an RBOC would endanger
the deal or that MCI had a "policy" against dealing with RBOCs
in transactions such as this one. Indeed, MCI solicited RBOCs to
bid on this sale. In reliance upon MCI's conduct indicating a willingness to deal with RBOCs, MCCA changed its position to its
detriment by financing the transaction with an RBOC. Had MCCA
known that the RBOC connection would be an impediment to the
transaction, it could have arranged alternative financing and obtained
the benefit of its bargain.
[4] However, estoppel applies only if the party lacks any means
of discovering the undisclosed information. McGinnes v. Department of
Finance, Del. Ch., 377 A.2d 16 (1977); American Century Mortgage
Investors v. UnionAmerica Mortgage & Equity Trust, D.C. App., 355 A.

2d 563 (1976). MCI's repeated opposition to RBOC's waiver requests
in the antitrust litigation certainly was discoverable if not already
known by MCCA. Admittedly, MCI's solicitation of RBOCs to bid
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on this sale seems inconsistent with MCI's litigation posture. However, this inconsistency does not appear to be enough to enable
MCCA to establish justifiable reliance on the absence of an "RBOC
policy."
In the final analysis, the evidence indicates that MCCA, a
sophisticated bidder, decided not to voluntarily disclose BellSouth's
involvement until the last possible moment. There are no adverse
inferences to be drawn from such a policy decision. However, that
decision carried with it certain risks, including the risk that MCI
would respond as it did and disapprove the Agreement.
Based upon the foregoing discussion, I conclude that MCCA
has not carried its burden of establishing a likelihood of success on
the merits. Accordingly, the Court does not reach the issues of
irreparable harm or balancing of hardships as the motion for a
preliminary injunction must be denied.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

OLSON v. BUFFINGTON
No. 8042
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
July 17, 1985
Plaintiffs brought an action pursuant to Del. Code Ann. tit. 8,
225 to determine the duly elected members of the board of directors
of Olson Farms, the defendants herein, after attempting to remove
the entire incumbent board through the use of written consents. The
defendants challenged the validity of the consents on the ground that
four brokerage house consents did not adequately identify the record
holder of the stocks represented by the consents. The court of chancery, per Vice-Chancellor Berger, agreed with the defendants, found
that the consents were invalid and, because the number of valid
consents represented less than fifty percent of the voting shares of
Olson Farms, reinstated the incumbent board minus those members
who had resigned during the interim.
1.

Corporations

C= 283(1)

Where four brokerage house consents did not properly identify
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the record holder of stocks, such consents were invalid under Delaware law. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 228 (1974).
2.

Corporations

0

283(1)

No exception found to the requirement that consents be executed
by stockholder of record in this case where the consent was executed
by a brokerage house and the record holder was a depository company.
3.

Corporations

0

283(1)

For an exception to the requirement that consents be executed
by stockholders of record to be found in cases where the consent is
executed by a brokerage house and the record holder is a depository
company, it would be essential that the depository company be
identified on the consent so as to provide the company with a ready
means of verifying the brokerage houses' holdings.
4.

Corporations

0= 283(3)

Pursuant to Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 225, the court may order an
election to be held in accordance with Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 211 if it
is determined that no valid election has been held.
Grover C. Brown, Esquire, of Morris, James, Hitchens & Williams,
Wilmington, Delaware, for plaintiffs.
John H. Small, Esquire, of Prickett, Jones, Elliott, Kristol & Schnee,
Wilmington, Delaware, for individual defendants.
R. Franklin Balotti, Esquire, of Richards, Layton & Finger, Wilmington, Delaware, for corporate defendant.
BERGER,

Vice-Chancellor

This is the decision after trial in an action brought pursuant to
8 Del. C. § 225 to determine the duly elected directors of defendant
Olson Farms, Inc. ("Olson Farms"). Plaintiffs, C. Dean Olson
("Dean Olson") and his daughter, Deanna L. Placey ("Placey"),
contend that on May 13, 1985, acting pursuant to written consents,
they removed the entire board of directors of Olson Farms and
replaced the board with five new members. The individual defendants
are those eight people who, together with plaintiffs, were the directors
of Olson Farms prior to May 13, 1985 - Jack W. Buffington, G.
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Kenneth Handley, E. S. Hartwick, James B. Isaacs, James B. Jacobson, Bruce C. Juell, H. Glenn Olson ("Glenn Olson") and
Richard G. Olson.'
Olson Farms, a Delaware corporation, is primarily engaged in
the businesses of egg distribution, food service and the manufacture
and production of plastic packaging containers. Dean Olson founded
the company and, although there is some dispute on this point, his
brother, Glenn Olson, either joined in that effort or became involved
in the company shortly thereafter. Olson Farms was incorporated in
the early 1940's and went public 15 to 20 years later. At all times
relevant to this action there were 1,079,198 voting shares of Olson
Farms common stock outstanding, which shares are traded on the
over-the-counter market. Dean Olson and his family hold approximately 42.5% of the stock and Glenn Olson and his family hold
approximately 26% of the stock.
The eleven member board of directors elected at the last annual
stockholders' meeting in June, 1984, consisted of Dean Olson and
his daughter, Placey, Glenn Olson and his son, Richard Olson, and
seven other individuals not related to either branch of the family.
Although plaintiffs had reservations about certain members of the
board even before the 1984 annual meeting, it appears that two
board decisions reached during the period from December, 1984
through April, 1985 precipitated the present litigation. Over plaintiffs'
objection, the board decided that Olson Farms should withdraw from
a substantial portion of its California egg distribution business. In
addition, a majority of the board felt that the company needed an
infusion of outside capital and was favorably disposed to a proposal
made by Southwest Overthrust Oil and Gas Co. ("Southwest") to
purchase 552,000 shares of authorized but unissued stock for a price
of approximately $7.2 million. A condition to the Southwest offer is
that it obtained majority of the seats on the Olson Farms board of
directors at the 1985 annual stockholders' meeting.
Plaintiffs felt that both of these important decisions should be
put to a stockholder vote but their repeated requests for a special
stockholders' meeting were denied. Plaintiffs also took more direct
action in an effort to block the Southwest proposal. On April 25,
1985, plaintiffs filed an action in California state court challenging
the individual defendants' decision to negotiate a definitive agreement
with Southwest, alleging breaches of fiduciary duty and conflicts of

1. The eleventh board member, L. J. Rossi, resigned on April 6, 1985 and
was dismissed as a defendant by stipulation.
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interest. Plaintiffs obtained an e pane temporary restraining order
and the parties thereafter agreed that plaintiffs would be given the
opportunity to present to the board a competing offer.
On or about May 4, 1985, the Dean Olson family entered into
a stock purchase agreement with Olson Farms for the purchase of
500,000 shares of common stock at $13.50 per share. Pursuant to
the agreement, closing was to take place on May 13, 1985. However,
plaintiffs were unable to secure the necessary financing by the closing
date2 and instead, they delivered to Olson Farms written consents
which, combined with consents delivered a few weeks earlier, purported to (1) remove the entire board of directors without cause; (2)
amend the Olson Farm bylaws to reduce the size of the board to
nine members; and (3) elect plaintiffs and Richard C. Stratford,
Gerald S. Ford and Tom C. Nicols as directors (the "new board").
The consents also requested the President of Olson Farms to call a
meeting of stockholders at the earliest possible date.
On May 14, 1985, Placey sent a letter to the President and
Secretary of Olson Farms requesting that they notify the company's
stockholders of the action taken by consent the previous day. On
June 4, 1985 the new board held a meeting at which Peter Olson
and Dr. Lynn Gaufin were elected to fill two of the four vacancies
on the new board.
Defendants contend that plaintiffs' effort to remove and replace
the Olson Farms board of directors pursuant to the written consents
was ineffective because (i) certain of the consents were invalid and
the remaining consents do not represent a majority of the shares
entitled to vote; and (ii) the purported removal of the individual
defendants from the board violates 8 DeL C. § 141(k). In addition,
defendants maintain that plaintiffs are precluded from obtaining the
relief they seek in this litigation by reason of the dismissal with
prejudice of the California state court action referred to above and
general releases executed in connection therewith.
The facts relating to the validity of the consents are not disputed.
Plaintiffs delivered 17 separate consents to Olson Farms representing
a total of 548,576 shares or 50.83% of the Olson Farms voting stock
outstanding at all relevant times. Eight of those consents, representing
73,522 shares, were executed by brokerage houses which held the
stock for beneficial owners under the name of Cede & Co. ("Cede").
Several of the brokerage house consents identified Cede as the record
2. As a result of certain questions raised about collateral, plaintiffs later

were given until May 20, 1985 to secure their financing but they did not meet the

new deadline.
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holder. However, three consents executed by Bear Sterns & Co.
("Bear Sterns"), representing a total of 21,200 shares, and the one
consent executed by Prudential-Bache Securities, Inc. ("PrudentialBache"), representing 9,700 shares, did not. The evidence established
that the brokerage houses were authorized to execute the consents
by the beneficial owners including, among others, Placey and her
brother, Peter Olson.
Cede is listed on the company's stock ledger as the record holder
of 210,263 shares of common stock but Cede does not vote the
securities held in its name. Rather, through an Omnibus Proxy, it
assigns its voting rights to the brokerage firms and other financial
institutions that deposit their securities with the Depository Trust
Company ("DTC"). A so-called Cede "breakdown" is readily available which, for any given company, lists the participating firms and
number of shares held. Such a breakdown for Olson Farms reveals,
for example, that Bear Stems holds 29,200 shares and PrudentialBache holds 33,468 shares. DTC is not the only securities depository.
Other companies performing similar services and listed as record
holders of Olson Farms stock include Pacific & Co., Philadep & Co.
and Kray & Co.
Relying primarily on the decision in Grynberg v. Burke, Del. Ch.,
C.A. Nos. 5198, 6480, Brown, V.C. (Aug. 13, 1981), defendants
argue that the brokerage house consents are invalid because they
were not executed by Cede, the record holder, and at the time the
consents were executed, Cede had not given the brokerage houses
an Omnibus Proxy. Defendants do not dispute that Cede breakdowns
are readily available or that the Omnibus Proxy is but a formality.
However, they argue that Olson Farms should not be required to
look beyond its stocklist to determine the validity of the consents.
Especially in light of the fact that § 228 gives stockholders the right
to take immediate action, Plaza Securities Company v. O'Kelley, Del.
Ch., C.A. No. 7932, Brown, C. (March 5, 1985), af'd, Del. Supr.,
No. 79, Horsey, J. (March 8, 1985), defendants maintain that
companies need the certainty of being able to rely upon their own
records to determine the validity of the consents.
Plaintiffs point out that 5 228 does not, by its terms, require
the consents to be executed by the record holders but only by the
"holders" of stock having sufficient votes to take the action at a
stockholders meeting. By analogy to the right of a stockholder to
inspect the company's stocklist pursuant to 8 Del. C. § 220, plaintiffs
argue that the brokerage houses are the stockholders for purposes
of § 228. This Court has recognized that a party entitled to a stocklist
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pursuant to § 220 is also entitled to a Cede breakdown even though
technically Cede is the record holder on the company's books. Hatleigh
Corporation v. Lane Bryant, Inc., Del. Ch., 428 A.2d 350 (1981). In
essence, Hatleigh held that Cede is but a name used for the convenience of the brokerage houses and that, in order to effectuate the
intent of § 220, the company must identify the brokerage houses
inasmuch as they are, effectively, the record holders. Applying the
same rationale to § 228 consents, plaintiffs contend that the company
must obtain a Cede breakdown and use that breakdown rather than
its stocklist to determine whether the consents were executed by
Olson Farms' stockholders.
Plaintiffs' argument would be more compelling if either all of
the consents identified Cede as the record holder or Cede was the
only depository company listed as a record holder on Olson Farms'
books. However, neither of those facts are present in this case. As
a result, Olson Farms would have had to obtain breakdowns from
each of the four depository companies listed as record stockholders
in order to determine the validity of the brokerage house consents.
Although this task is far from onerous given the limited number of
depository companies involved here, another company could have
scores of depository companies on its stocklist thereby significantly
increasing the burden.
[1,2,3] On balance, I conclude that the four brokerage house
consents which did not designate Cede as the record holder are
invalid. There well may be an exception to the Grynberg requirement
that consents be executed by stockholders of record in cases where
the consent is executed by a brokerage house and the record holder
is a depository company. However, if such an exception were recognized, it would be essential that the depository company be identified on the consent in order to provide the company a ready means
of verifying the brokerage houses' holdings.
Inasmuch as the remaining consents represent less than 50%
of the voting shares of Olson Farms, the Court need not decide the
validity of the other brokerage house consents or the remaining
defenses raised. However, there remains plaintiffs' alternate prayer
for relief - an order requiring Olson Farms to hold its annual
meeting at the earliest possible date. Plaintiffs ask the Court to set
the record date for the meeting so as to prevent Southwest from
voting any stock that may be issued to it following resolution of this
litigation.
[4] Pursuant to § 225, the Court may order an election to be
held in accordance with § 211 if it is determined that no valid election
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has been held. The requirements of § 211 appear to have been
satisfied inasmuch as the last annual meeting was held 13 months
ago in June, 1984. However, the failure to schedule the 1984 annual
meeting prior to this time apparently was based, in part, upon the
uncertainty as to which board of directors is in office. There is no
evidence to suggest that there will be any further delay in scheduling
the annual meeting after this litigation is resolved. Accordingly, I
decline to enter an order setting an annual meeting date at this time.
If no meeting is scheduled or if plaintiffs are aggrieved by the record
date set for such a meeting, plaintiffs will be able to seek prompt
relief.
In conclusion, I find that the duly elected board of directors of
Olson Farms as of this date are those persons elected at the 1984
annual meeting who have not resigned since that election - C.
Dean Olson, Deanna L. Placey, Jack W. Buffington, G. Kenneth
Handley, E. S. Hartwick, James B. Isaacs, James B. Jacobson,
Bruce C. Juell, H. Glenn Olson and Richard G. Olson.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

PATENTS MANAGEMENT CORP. v. O'CONNOR
No. 7110
Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware, New Castle
June 10, 1985

Defendants, director-shareholders of Capital Food Industries,
Inc. (CFI), merged that company into their own corporation's whollyowned subsidiary, Vinco Subsidiary, Inc. Merger plan was submitted
to a special committee which approved the terms of the merger as
fair to the CFI shareholders. The CFI board of directors approved
the merger and a special stockholder meeting was called to permit
a shareholder vote on the proposed merger. The proxy statement
was mailed to CFI shareholders one month prior to the date of the
meeting. The merger was approved by the shareholders and became
effective on that day.
The plaintiff, a shareholder, filed action to rescind the merger
or to obtain rescissory damages on three grounds: first, the share-

